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Keep supporting Page 6
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Possibly the best soccer game of all time
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Thanks
Les Ellingham puts it all together and (ilkup the gaps but the real thanks goes to thefollowing who made this issue possible
Sandy Ellingham who takes care of all theoffice work
For their regular contributions

John S Davison S t u a r t  MurrayPaul Rixon N i c  BavingtonIan Fin layson M a r k  Stinson
Allan J. Palmer T h e  Tipster

For their contributions this Issue
Andrew Guillaume
Dave Shakespeare
John van der SpoelDaniel Baverstock
John Bunting

Special mentions to
Ann OVriscoll for a never ending supply ofarticles and continued support
'13-bitter• for the Christmas present at AMS,appreciated more than yott will know

Some of these folk have supported us from almostthe beginning and without them we would not behere. Some are having articles published for the firsttime. All are to be thanked for sharing their enthu-siasm with all who read New Atari User

Kevin CookeEd Hall
David SergeantMark Fenwick

HOW IT'S DONE
PAGE 6 shows just what you can do with your Atari,NEW ATARI USER has always been created entirely with

Atari equipment. Initially on the XL but more lately witha Mega ST and other stuff, who needs PC's or Macs!
Hardware includes a Mega 512 (upgraded to 4Mb),
SM125 Monitor, Supra 30Mb Hard Disk, a HP Laserjetill. Citizen 124D printer. Philips CM8.833 monitor.
130XE, a couple of 1050 disk drives. 850 interface, NEC8023 printer, Principal software used is Protest andFleet Street Publisher 3.0. Other software includes Ker-
mit. TariTalk, Turbo Basic and various custom written
programs on the X1-/XE. Articles submitted on XL/XEdisks are transferred across to the ST via TARITALK.
Programs are coded on the XE and printed out directly
for pasting in after the typesetting is completed. All
major editing is done with Protext and pages are laid outwith Fleet Street Publisher. Each page is output directly
Imm Fleet Street to a HP Laserjet Ill which producesfinished pages exactly as you see them. All that is left Is
to drop in the listings and photos.
Well, it's not quite as easy as that but you get the idea!
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Inspiration
Long time readers will know that it is Impossibteforme to get an issue tociedwr without a decent supplyof music and many line musicians rnake an ankrtmg contribution to each each issue of New Atari User.
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Pink Floyd's The Dtutsion Bell (sorry Allan to get inbefore you!) and Mani Chapin Carpenter whoseStones In The Road is playing as I type this. Thisnew CD from Mary Chapin Carpenter took a littlelonger to get Into them others but turns out to beanother cracker. I have just had to reverse skip TheEnd of My Pirate Days because it is so excellent. The
Dluision Bell was initially a disappointment but hasgrown to such an extent that it could be Pink Floyd'sbest. I write this the day after the 111 showing of ['InkFloyd's Ends Court concert which was simply theMOSI stunning event I htwe ever witnessed. Listeningon headphones with the lights off and a few feetaway fmm the rv gave an astonishing taste of thereal thing, but how I would have loved to have beenthere.
Also helping out a little this time was Nanci Griffith'sFlyer, a lot more upbeat than usual with an excellent
track featuring Mark Knopfler, and also a blast fromthe recent past from Jackson Browne,
CONTRIBUTIONS
Without con tribu Nonsfrom its readers. NEWATARI USER would not be possible. PAGE 6 wel-comes and encourages its readers to submit,articles, programs and reviews for publication,
Programs must be submitted on disk or cassette.articles should wherever possible be submitted
as text files on disk. We seek to encourage yourparticipation and do not have strict rules for
submissions. If something interests you, write aprogram or article and submit It!

COPYRIGHT
All original articles, programs and other material inNEW ATARI USER remain the copyright of the au-thor as credited. All uncredited material is eopyrighi
PAGE 6. Permission must be sought by anyonewishing to republish any material. Whilst we takewhatever steps we can to ensure the accuracy ofarticles and programs and the contents of advertise-ments. PAGE 6 cannot be held liable for any errors
or claims made by advertisers.
ATARI (TM) Is areOstered trectimierk of ATARI CORP. Allreferences should be so noted, NEW ATARI USER is an
Independent publication and has no connection with Aran Orwith any other company or publisher.

Editorial address: P.O. Box 54, Stafford, ST16 1DR, ENGLAND Tel. 01785 213928
Editor & Publisher: Les Effingham - Advertising: Sandy Eilingham
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Editorial
-'The more it changes,the more it stays the same'

Punt NOStradatIttiS by Al Stewart
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you have to try and judge what might happen in a couple of years time. Last
issue I put out some feelers regarding the future style of the magazine and many
of you responded with letters extending to one or two pages outlining your
thoughts. It is thanks to these letters that I have taken the decision to change the
format of the magazine now. I believe that in this new format NEW ATARI USER
can continue at least to the the middle of 1996 and probably beyond. I hope that
you will all support us for that long,
Most of the comments received were along the lines that it would be nice to
continue as a conventional A4 size magazine but that the content and style were
much more important. The comment most often made was that we should use a
lower quality paper but, believe It or not, the glossy paper used in the past was
the cheapest available! It is in fact cheaper than the paper used this time but
changing the format allows us to make savings in other areas. Our previous
printers did a splendid job cost wise but were set up to produce magazines in
runs of tens for hundreds) of thousands rather than in thousands. Of the total
production cost the paper accounted for less than 20% with the remainder going
in fixed set up costs that varied little with lower or higher print runs. Our new
printer works on the opposite basis with the majority of the cost in the paper
which does mean that if we need to print less it costs us less. That seems
sensible to me/
The major concern expressed in going to an A5 format was that there would be
less in each issue and that most magazines of this size are very difficult to read
since they tend to start off as A4 and are then reduced in size for printing. I have
been conscious of these points all along and I believe that any fears are
unfounded. The point size and typeface I have used is exactly as before and by
cutting out white space, reducing headlines and making long listings available on
disk or on request. very little has been lost from the overall content Looking at
the first drafts I am quite pleased with the outcome and I hope that you will bealso.
As I have said I believe this new format allows us a minimum of another 18
months of New Atari User but of course that depends on your support We need
your articles and programs but above all we need your subscriptions, so make
sure you renew and encourage your friends to renew their subscriptions as well.
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Les Effingham

FREE MIDI TAPE
Derek Fern of Micro Discount has been exploring the Midi
possibilities of the 130XE with a new product from CreativeLabs called MIDI BLASTER.
MIDI BLASTER is a stand alone device that cart be controlled

by your 130XE It will accept signals from any general midi
source and can generate 128 instruments. 61 variations, 92
drums and 46 effects with up to 16 channels and 20 note
polyphony. The unit can be hooked up to a 130XE with a
Midirnate interface and can de driven by software specially
written by Hybrid Arts. The results are extremely interesting.
The device is not cheap but is well worth hearing if you are
Interested in exploring the Midi capabilities of the 130XE.
Micro Discount have produced a demonstration tape with
voice-over explaining the device and showing its impressive
range and will be happy to send you a free copy of the tape if
you send them a self addressed and stamped envelope (a jiffy
bag is probably best) large enough to take an audio tape.
C,ontact Micro Discount at 265, Chester Road, Streetly, West

Midlands B74 3E4

NEW DIP FOR XL/XE?
Recently received is a very

neat looking print out from a
page layout system under de-
velopment from Gsystems. What
makes this especially interesting
to a large number of users is
that it is tape based and for the
first time opens up this type of
application to users without adisk drive_
The software is called QPAGE
HERALD and has the ability to
mix graphics and text with many
text effects and type sizes. Other
features promised are a 40 page
manual, over 25 icons. 10

fonts, over 20 typestyles, 8 bor-
ders, Turbo tutorial screens and
more. At the time of our receiv-
ing the information Qsystems
were just putting the finishing
touches to the product and were
looking for someone to helpthem market it
This type of program has never

before been available to tape
users before so it are looking to
expand the capabilities of your
)(LAE this si one to look out for.
Osystems can be contacted at

Wes toe, U1liriiswick, Hereford
HR1 3JG
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STARFIGHTERJOYPAD
Game controllers are largely

a matter of personal prefer-ence but the standard for the
Atari has always been the
joystick in its various guises.
Those of you who have tried
the Nintendo and Sega joypad
controllers might like to knowthat a similar controller is
now available for the Atari -
both 8-bit and ST.
The Starfighter 1 from
Quickshot is a comfortable
joypad with a thumb control-led direction button and sepa-rate fire button which can beswitched to Turbo mode or
put into 'hands free' autofire.This sort of controller is ideal-
ly suited to fast action arcadegames so if this is your forte
you might like to treat your-
self to a new joypad controllerfor Christmas.
Blitterchips in Stourbridge

have given us one of thesecontrollers to test out but
there was not enough space
in this Issue for a full write up
but we'll try and test it out for
a full report next time. Initialtests indicate that this could
be a great new controller for
the gaming expert.The recommended price is
9.99 and Blitterchips will

send you one post fret if you
mention Page 6 with yourorder.
Blitterehips are at 115A

Bridgnorth Road, Wollaston,
Stourbrkige. West Midlands,
DY8 ala and your cheque
should be payable to K.
Hughes. For further informa-
tion give them a ring on their
new telephone number -01384 823060
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Mailbag
It's been quite some timesince I've sat down to com-
pose a Mailbag column for
New ATARI User. The dercul-
ties experienced by Les dur-
ing 1994, the temporary de-
lays in publication coupled
with the move of the Stafford
PAGE 6 Office have resulted
In a cessation of new letters
arriving on my desk (which is
120 miles from Stafford!).
Sandy has forwarded me the
outstanding mail (what there
Is of it), so it looks like we've
got a shorter column this

David Carney from Desbor-
ough, Northants has a prob-
lem when "—using the 'Print
Shop Labels' program on
Page 6 PD disk 85 - when
printing the labels out, the
printer feeds on a line so I get
a broken printed icon which
of course looks pretty damn
awful. I have a SMM804 prin-
ter with a Graphix AT inter-
face by X1EC to my 130XE. I
have tried turning the dips-witch for the line feed off on
the interface, but all I get is
the printer not feeding the
paper on. I believe I should
be able to change a line in
6

Allan J. Palmer

PRINT SHOP
LABELS

the program to rectify this.
Can any of the readers assist
me please?'
T I think this problem has
been answered before some-
where: can anyone help meremember?

INK-JETS
m Tomlin fiorn Basildon.Essex has a Commodore MPS
1270A inkjet printer "„.which
works well with my ClassicAtari via an 850 Interface. It
prints out well all the
graphics and inverse charac-
ters using a program from
one of the Page 6 PD UtilitiesDisks. It works well with
Daisy Dot, Dot Magic, Letter-
head Designer and Fancy
Writer, However. I was won-
dering if you know of a sup-
ply of ink for such a printer. Iwant to see if I can refill the
ink cartridge with a hypode-
rmic needle as replacing an
ink-jet cartridge costs about
£20! Any advice will be mostwelcome."

I don't know about the
Commodore ink jet that
you've got Mr Tomlin, but it
certainly is possible to refill
ink-jet cartridges. I suspect
your Commodore printer is a
re-badged version of another
manufacturer. You'llfind
these refills advertised In the
PC or Acorn cony
-
miter 
m a g a -

zines. One sort that I've used
successfully is produced by
Snopake (the correction fluid
manufacturers) - it
'
s 
c o m p a t i
-

ble with HP Desk Jet car-
tridges (the box lists about 25
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compatible printers) and you
get two refills in a bar. each
with their own 'needle', in-
structions, cloth and a plastic
glove to help you keep clean.
The price is about -C12. Orie
supplier I've dealt with Ls
Dixon di, Dixon, 35 Rokeby
Drive, Kenton. Newcastle
Upon Tyne NE3 4JY (*phone
091 285 3042).

DATABASEDIFFICULTIES
Prom Muswell Hill, London
N10. Ray Pawson asks foradvice on "...Michael Jack-
son's MJDBASE database
(from PAGE 6 issue 29) which
I use on a regular basis to
store my album collection.
However, when I use 'Com-
pact Database' from the utili-
ties module, my data gets
trashed. Fortunately, having
learned the hard way I now
have a backup of the data
before attempting anything
similar. Does anyone have
any idea what's causing the
problem? I'm using a stan-dard 130XE with XF55I
drives and DOS 2.5 although
I may try to convert it to
SpartaDOS X. The program
has been adapted to use a
RAMdisk as suggested by
Andrew Stevens. Where are
these people now, I wonder?
Also, has anyone any idea
how to get a header on each
page and to alter the page
length to swap between Euro-
pean standard A4 size paper
and American sized paper?
Not being a programmer. it's

a bit beyond my limited IQ."
T Hopefully, other KIDBASE
users may be able to assist
you Ray. However, it would
obviously be of help if you ex-
plained what you meant by
"trashed" - do you mean the
records have vanished from
the d(sk, or they are inacces-
sible? Sounds like the use of
a sector editor program is cal-
led for to investigate what re-
mains on the disk after
you've run the 'Compact
Database' utility. I've only
had a brief opportunity to look
at the listing back in issue 29.
so am unclear yet as to what
might be happening. I wonder
if the RAMdisk mod may be
the cause? Regarding the re-
formatting of the pages for
printing, this should be possi-
ble by modification of the ex-
isting print routine - anyvolunteers?

FEEDBACK
In another letter, Ray had the
following comments on
various past items:
"In issue 67, Kevin Cooke
mentioned the lack of availa-
bility of 5 1/4" disk storageboxes. These can be obtained
from your local branch of Hy-
mans !unfortunately our
branch doesn't - Allan), or
from Snap Computer Sup-
plies ('phone 0703 45711).
Snap also sells listing paper.
printer ribbons and re-inking
spray.was interested in the re-
view of the re-issued 'Swift
Spreadsheet'. I too have a

copy - of the original program
that had a limited availability
from Page 6. 1 find the con-
stant referring to the Atari
translation sheet a bit of a
hassle. Why the original pro-ducers could not have issued
an Atari manual beats me.
Simple search and replace on
a word processor could haveeffected most of the textual
changes."
? As I recall, Swyl" was
originally produced (In the
U.K.!) by Audiogenic for theCommodore 8-bits - the Atari
version had no obvious prom-
ot6on in this country, inflict I
first became aware of it whenIt was advertised in Als,ITIC
magazine's Catalog section. I
wonder Cf It sold In the States,
and did it have an Atari
manual?
"On the subject of manuals.
anyone remember 'B/Graph'.
published by Batteries In-cluded in the mid 80s? It in-
cluded a manual of about
150 pages. Impressive, until
you realise that It's not much
bigger than a Swan Vestas
matchbox. Is it too much to
have instruction manuals/
booklets of at least A5 size?

This problem with manual
size is also found in "PciperC-
lip' - also produced by Batter-
ies Included; but to be fair, I
think the size isn't a problem,
It's the binding - Y
• t h e  
m a n u -
als had a ring binding on
their top edge they would be
more usable. The problem
may in fact only be with the
U.K. versions manufactured
by AriolaSqlt; I've seen a
photograph of a PaperClip
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manual in an old issue of
ANALOG, and the U.S. ver-
sion is certainly ring bound!
'Turning to KE-Soft of Ger-
many. I notice from their
catalogue they are asking for
/5 for shipping if you pay for
software by cash, an extra
DMI2 if you pay by Euroche-
que and .115 by any other
cheque. The extra charge of
1,5 for cash is reasonable, but
I feel the other charges are a
bit over the top. I will certain-
ly think twice before buying
software from Germany - I
have never paid additional
charges of that magnitude
when buying software fromthe States."
? Thanks for an interesting
letter, Ray.

L.A.C.E.
Carmel Andrews from LondonINC1 writes that he has re-
cently "...joined L.A.C.E,
(London Atari Computer En-
thusiasts) having paid my 17
membership fee - it's the best
thing I've done Atari-wise. Myadvice to London-based Atari
enthusiasts is to join up. Imet someone who had a U.K.
modified 1200XL; he also
knows of certain U.S. Atari
OEM suppliers that will sup-
ply you kit versions of the
815 disk drive, all the 1200
series (standard, with speech
chip. with built-in drives
and/or built-in modem) or
the 1450XL equivalents. This
guy says that the owner of
Best Electronics actually has
the first two prototypes of the
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1450XLD• If anyone wants to
Join L.A,C.E.. the contact is:
Mr Roy Whitehead, I56A
Swaby Road. Earlsfield,
Wandsworth, London SWI8
t Sounds interesting Cannel,
please keep us up-to-date.
Perhaps other members ofLACE. would care to submit
correspondence and opin-
ions? What benefits may be
gained by Classic Atari en-
thusiasts outside of London?
1' I've also received another
two letters from Carmel totall-
ing 9 A4 sides of tightly hand-
written views and opinions on
matters Atari, primarily on
Atari's marketing strategy (or
lack of it). Thanks for the
thoughts and comments. Car-
mel. Unfortunately, the time
taken for me to transfer your
letter to disk for inclusion in
the column woukl not leave
me much time to transfer
other correspondence and the
result would not fit in one
Mailbag column without
squeezing other people out. If
you have a lengthy letter,
submitting it on disk MAY
assist In getting it included in
Mailbag - I won't have to
spend so tong typing it inf.
However, I believe Ws impor-
tant that Mailbag has a range
of content. As a general com-
ment to all letter writers. be
succinct in your comments -
that way we can fit more in
and hopefully make things
more varied. Les has given
Mailbag the luxury of 4 pages
usually, if we took up more
then another part of the
magazine would suffer
-

which

uffer-

which articles or program list-
ings woukl you like to see
dropped? I suspect the
answer is none. End of
soapbox.

VIDEO
CONNECTIONS
Further to Andrew McIntosh's
question regarding connecting
a video recorder to the XL/
XE. Kevin Cooke of Exeter,
Devon writes: "I have recentlydone this with success.
Please note that the following
Information was supplied to
me by Sid Berry. so any
thanks should really go to
him. First of all. it is no good
trying to connect your video
up via the aerial leads as the
computer and video willcause interference with each
other. You will need to build
a cable to gct a decent re-
cording. One end plugs into
the XL/XE monitor socket
and the other into your video
recorder's SCARF socket, so
you will require some audio
type screened lead twin core,
a 5 pin DIN male plug and a
SCART plug (21 pin). The
connections for the cable are

XL/XE 4 to SCART 20
XL/XE 3 to SCART 2
XL/XE 2 to SCART 17 or 4

(sometimes pins 17 and 4 may
have to be linked together).
You should find the plugs
are already labelled with cor-
rect pin numbers when you
buy them. When you have
made the cable, you are
ready to set everything up.
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No RF lead is required so you
simply plug one end of the
cable into your video's scart
socket and the other into
your computer's monitor
socket. A lead should then
come from your video's 'aerial
out' socket into the back of
your TV. Switch on your
video's test signal and tune
in a TV channel as described
In your video manual. Youshould then be able to see
the computer's picture when
you switch this off and have
the computer on, If your
video operates like mine, you
may also need to press a but-
ton to tell it that you want to
take signals in through thescart socket rather than send
them out. On my video's re-mote control, this button is
called thelV/LINE' button.
The picture may appear fuzzy
when played back through
this setup. but when your
video is connected normally.
It should appear OK."
T As usual, PAGE 6/New
ATARI User can accept no re-
sponsibility for individual's
harrhvare mod yications,
however thank you for thecontribution Kevin and
perhaps you'd like to describe
some of the uses that have
been made of this _facility? I
know there's a software
package called -
V i d e o  
T i t l e
Shop - have you used this to
add titles etc. to your home
videos? Anybody got any
other uses? Perhaps creatingan educational or an advertis-
ing video? Let us hear about
your ideas!

LIGHT-GUNS
From Bowne in Lincolnshire,
Jason Kendall reports that he
has "...recently got around to
repairing a light-gun that I
was given. I have played both
'Bug Hunt and 'Operation
Blood'. 'Bug hunt' is great
fun for a few people and
'Operation Blood' appear dif-
ficult but is technically very
well done. Anyway, my ques-
tion is: are there any other
commercial or Pt) or type-in
programs that use the light-
gun?"

Derek Fern of Micro-Dirowit
had Atari's (expensive) ROM
cartridge 'Crossbow' in his
last catalogue, and I think
there was also a game called
'Barnyard Blaster' (that was
bundled with the Atari light-
gun as a promotional pack-
age?). Can anybody suggest
other PD or magazine efforts?

TRANSDISK
IN THE USA
A new query about TransDisk
/V this month from Lorry P.
White of Mooreville, Indiana,
USA, "I have been unable to
use TmnsDisk IV. Whenever
attempt to read a tape using
it. a very abnormal pitched
sound is produced which in-
dicates "bad load". I presume
this relates to the frequencydifference of NTSC vs PAL
systems (60 vs 50 liz)?Itas
this problem cropped up be-
fore, and can it be fixed by

changing a few bytes in the
program with different fre-
quency valuesr
T I  don't think the MSC/ PAL

frequency is the cause; tilt
was, we'd have trouble read-
ing US cassettes on UK
machines, wouldn't we? I
assume you've been able to
use the tapes normally. Does
anyone have any sugges-
tions?

DOWN UNDER
CONTACT
A letter and disk arrivedfrom
Tolga Erok, P.O. Box 1150,
Fremantle 6160, Western Au-
stralia. Australia ('phone 09
4101948); ''My name is Tolgaand I own a Atari 130XE.
with Supennon Rev II instal-led, I own 3 x 1050 drives
with US doublers, 1 x XF551
drive. 850 interface and 100's
of software items from old to
new ('80 - '92). The reason for
this letter is to know if you
guys could give me a few con-tact numbers and addresses
to not only swap software but
also to keep in touch withother Atari Freax.
I've owned an Atari since
1982 and have not lost in-
terest in it since. I only know
how to program in BASIC as
the ML is too messy to under-
stand. 1 can provide a cata-
logue of my games and utili-
ties to any other Atari freak
willing to swap and to be-
come pen pals even, because
I do not want to give up on
my 8-bit. I hope that I will
hear from you guys soon, be-
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cause there are hardly anyAtari user's here in Australia.
Anyway. thanks a lot, and
any info would be much
appreciated."
T WeU, don't just sit there -
write to Tolgal

SUPERDOS
QUERY
Perhaps Tolga might be able
to help Robert de Letter of Zel-
zate, Belgium. Robert is hav-
ing "...trouble with SuperDOS
5.0 and 5.1. Do you know the
address of the author Mr
Nicholls in Australia? Super-
DOS automatically sets up
the largest possible RAMdisk.
Because I own an unexpan-
ded 130XE, the largest possi-ble RAMdisk is 512 sectors
on my system. SuperDOScreates a 707 sector RAMdisk
which is impossible, and I
have trouble accessing the
RAMdisk. I ordered Super-
DOS 5.1 from the Page 6 PD
Library - but same result! Idisconnected the 130XE and
connected one of my otherXE's still the same resultli
want to know why, because I
love SuperDOS - it's fully
compatible with Atari DOS
and you can format double-sided with the XF551, and
the speed between the drives
and the computer is extreme-
ly fast, especially if formattedwith skewed sectors."
! Not being a user of Super-
DOS, I am unable to comment
on this one. Are there any
other SuperDOS aficionados
who can help?
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TOP TENS
Jason Kendall has sent In
some of his Top Ten software
lists for the Atari Classic - so
far he's the only one who's
responded to this suggestionback in issue 67. So to en-
courage more response, hereare Jason's charts:

1
0

BEST GAMES
1. BoulderDash II
2. Bounty Bob StrikesBack
3. Rescue on Fractalus
4. The Great American

Cross-Country RoadRace
5. Archon 1
6. Whistler's Brother
7. Zybex8. World Karate Cham-

pionship
9. F-15 Strike Eagle
10. Mediator

BEST SOUND/MUSIC
1. World Karate Cham-

pionship
2. Master of the Lamps3. Drol
4. Mediator
5. Whistler's Brother
6. War Hawk
7. Gymss8. Video Classics
9. Ultima III
10. Alternate Reality
BEST GRAPHICS

1. Master of the Lamps
2. Henry's House3. Star Raiders II
4. World Karate Cham-

pionship

5. Rescue on Fractalus
6. Alternate Reality7. Mediator
8. Hardball
9. Dmpzone10. Drol

THE 10 WORST GAMES
1. Space Shuttle
2. Jump Jet3. Wizard
4. Fire Bird
5. Frensis
6. Solo Flight
7. Rogue8. The Comet Game
9. Cosmic Life
10. Maniac
Any other views of the best

and worst for the AtariClassic?

Well, another Mailbag column
comes to an end. Time for me
to relax a bit - perhaps catch
up on some videos or listen to
some music. Les usually com-ments on CDs that he's been
listening to, so perhaps it's

Air your views on all things Atari or help
your fellow users with their queries - even
ask for help yourself. Here's the address:

MAILBAG
NEW ATARI USER

P.O. BOX 54
STAFFORD
ST16 1TB
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about time that I mentioned
some of the music that's been
playing during the period that
rue been putting this column
together. As I write this, Dis-
ney's Latest animated feature
"The Lion King' has just pre-
miered, and I've bought my
daughters the soundtrack Cl)
- I'm impressed by the score
and the songs, coupled withthe animation this will be
another winner for the studio.
I hear that Disney have an
animated version of 'The
Hunchback of Notre Darne'fri
the works - with MeatLoal as
the voice of Quasimodo! I re-
cently treated my wYe to a
copy of Pink Floyd's 'Division
Bell" when it appeared in a
sale at the HMV store, arid
we've also been listening to
the original cast recording of
'Return to the Forbidden
Planet", having had an etlioy-
able evening when the touring
version of that musical show
played locally. Great Balls of
Fire! It's time to reverse the
polarity!!!
See you next Issue-

DISK BC0NUISTUBE MANIA
by Andrew Guillaume

Tube Mania is a version of a fairly well known game that originated on the PC. The
idea Is to construct a length of tube to contain a leak in a huge storage tank Only a
certain length of continuous tubing is required for each level but this increases as thegame progresses.
The intro screen gives you the opportunity to select either one or two players and to

choose the skill leveL If you do nothing at this stage the high score table will appear.
This can be cleared by pressing RESET when the title screen appears. The high-score
table is disk based so the disk should be left in the drive chrring play (you'll have to cut
a notch on the New Atari User Issue disk or transfer the program to another disk).
Pressing the fire button will take you to the main screen where you will see the starting

point of the leak or leaks. Player one Is on the Left (blue) and player 2 on the right (red).
The cursor is moved with a joystick to the position where you want to place the next
section of pipe. The pipe section currently available is shown at the top of the selectionchart which also shows the next three pipes to come along. You do not have to place
the sections in progressive order, sections can be placed anywhere cold joined up when
a suitable piece becomes available.
There are two gauges, that on the left showing the time remaining before the water starts
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that level You may carry on placing sections after the water has begun to flow but you
must not go over a section with water in it as this will cause the water to escape. Cross
sections carrying water over itself are acceptable though.

SCORING
PLACING A TUBE SEGMENT
PLACING TUBE OVER YOUR EXISTING TUBE
PLACING TUBE OVER YOUR OPPONENTS TUBE
FOR EACH SEGMENT CONTAINING A LEAK

-30
+20

+100
Scores are shown at the foot of the screen. If you obtain a high-score by the end qf your
game, use the keyboard to enter a 10 character name, using DELETE fr necessary andthe spacebar for any excess characters. This will be saved to disk.

TUBE MANIA is written in compiled Turbo Basic and is only available on the New Atari
User Issue 69 disk. Disk subscribers will have received their copy with the magazine but
the disk can be ordered separately for E2.95 from PAGE 6, P.O. BOX 54, STAFFORD,
ST16 1DR. Access or Visa orders can be accepted by telephone on 0785 213928
THE NAU ISSUE DISK OFTEN CONTAINS EXTRA BONUS

PROGRAMS NOT MENTIONED IN THE MAGAZINE
Page 6's New Atari User 1 1
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BLUE PURPLE4 GREEN
START
DESERT
VILLAGE
CAVERNS
VOLCANO
RIVER
DRAWBRIDGE
JUNGLE

N/A
CAVERNS
DESERT
DRAWBRIDGE
JUNGLE
N/A
N/A
CAVERNS

VILLAGE
VOLCANO
VOLCANO
DESERT
RIVER
VOLCANO
CASTLE HALL
DRAWBRIDGE

DESERT
VILLAGE
RIVER
JUNGLE
DESERT
JUNGLE
CAVERNS
DESERT

CASTLE HALL GOES TO EVIL MASTER WHEN COMPLETED

s The TINTER
ell I'm back again not quite the
same person that left you last
time as I have to undergo another

metamorphosis to squeeze into a tinier space,
but deep down it's still the some old me. Not
only hovel been squeezed to a smaller size in
the rm2g but I have moved to a new world
outside. The abode is dyferent but it does
have a rather nice Falcon throbbing away in
the corner, loaded with enough fire-power to
bring down SCUD'S.
This issues Tipsier is shorter than some but

longer than any other (for The Tipsier only
frequents the best mug) not because I can't
think of much to write but because I have only
had a few letters in recent times. More about
this later but until then let's move onto the first
letter all the ton:di
-
tom 
M i g u e l  
L e t e m p
l i e r  
o f  
L a

Route in Prance.NAVE LE TIPS!
Miguel has a nice tips for PLASTRON,

LAST GUARDIAN and one of my all time
favourite games DRACONUS (apart from
Zybex, that is!).
In PLASTRON if you type in STEVE BAK

at the beginning of each level you will become
invincible. The thing is, this cheat mode is a
bit uneasy, but you'll get used to IL
During the intro screen of THE EASTGUARDIAN, typing in 18.8.67. which he

assumes is the authors birthday, will provide
you with full invincibility.
Finally we come to DRACONUS• During

the intro screen press RESET then OPTION +
SPACE. Release both keys, then press OP-
TION + IIELP, This manipulation yields unli-mited lives!
Cheers Miguel. I am particular interested
and thankful for the last tip. In fact I am overthe moon about it

Page 6's New Atari User

DR JONES, I PRESUME?
A new tipper this time isO.J. Fernandes o f

-
Car d i f f

ya Juice!) and he has a
few tips for a top Pr)
game, THE ADVEN-TURES OF DOCTORJONES available from
the Page 6 PD Library The
Keys for the game are A, C.E and T.
When obstructed by

flashing treasure press
the A key to blow it up.To see the traps and exits press C key.On a dark screen the torch is on the bottom rightof the screen.

When you press the T key you get a limited lightscreen.
The following keys do not always work:-
The E key ends a life and the S key starts again.

You will need a lot of patience for this game but you
will keep coming back for more. If you complete adark screen you will have a light screen for the next
screen. You also get another life for a flashing skull.
What now follows is a description of the first twoscreens and how to solve them.

SCR.EE/V CoPti
Right to first ladder. Go dawn. Right to last ladder.
Go up. Go right. You will drop down so move quicklyto the left. Go to first ladder on the left. Go down: Go
right to get skull, go back left to ladder with skull
above and right. Go up. Get skull. Back down lad-
der. Go left. You will drop down. Go right. Drop
down. Go left and you will drop to next level.

SCREEM TWO
Go right to the end. You will drop down, Go left tothe first ladder. Go down. Go to ladder on the left.
Go up. Go left, you will drop down. Go right. Getskull, Go left, drop down. Then run fast as a spear
will be behind you. If you pres-sed the C key at thebeginning you will see a grey oblong. Drop Onto it.Go left to ladder. Go up. Get skull on the left. Goback down: Go right. Go down ladder to the next
screen. These tips will help to pass the other screen.
You will soon find out which of the grey oblongs aretraps.
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An old campaigner rejoins the fold again in
the shape of Kevin Cooke of Exeter. (welcome
back Kev!). Kev's brought with him a few tips
for a couple of games, ENIGMATDC andCROSSBOW. Without more ado ask
him to take the stand.CROSSBOW
In Crossbow there are a set of coloured

paths that take you to different places and
Key has very kindly tabled their respective
ends and beginnings and stops on mute.

Hints for each location
DESERT: Fairly easy. Make sure you watch
the floor for ants and scorpions but also keepa look out for the vultures. Snakes and rab-
bits are of no threat
CAVERNS; Falling stalactites are the worst
threat here. Don't worry too much about theother things.
VOLCANO: Shoot the resting rock straight
away to make a bridge to cross the lava river.
After that. just keep shooting the falling rock/lava.
JUNGLE: Don't worry about shooting any
monkeys that are to the left of your friends -
they cannot hit them with coconuts. Keep an
eye on the plants as
they often appear justas your friends arc
walking over them.
VILLAGE: Beware of
the ghosts! One usually
appears as a friend gets
to the far right handside of the screen so be
ready. Also, try to shoot
the witches before they
get a chance to shoot at
your friends.
RIVER: 13e careful
when your friends get tothe far right hand side
of the bridge. A boulderwill almost always

ENIGMATIX
In ENIGMATIX if when using one of the
blocks that's moves up when you bounce on
it you find you can't control it, keep slowing up
and slowing down by only using the fire button
every now and again. By slowing down, says
Key, you're bouncing on the block more often
and so moving it more quickly. Although this
can save you valuable time, do not use too
small a bounce, otherwise you may not movethe block at all

appear. Don't worry about, the alligator, birdor slime monster.
DRAWBRIDGE: Shoot away the two ropes
holding up the drawbridge when you start,
then just keep your guns pointed at where thearchers appear - you should hopefully shoot
them before they shoot any arrows. Onlymove your gun away to shoot at Pterodactyls,
CASTLE HALL: The biggest worry here isthe dragon. Shoot him before he spits fire and
then he can't do any harm. Careful though as
he will re-appear again. When you get to the
trap door. shoot. the statue's staff as quickly
as possible. You will then have to contendwith less arrows from the hole in the wall.
EVIL MASTER: Point your gun at his eyes
and hold down the trigger!

Therefore , the quickest route to the Evil Master is:
Green, Blue. Blue. Purple - (Desert, Caverns, Drawbridge, Castle hail)

Page 6's New Atari User 1 3
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LIZARD
They're all coming out into the daylight
today. Henry Knowles is back once more with
a nice set of tips for LIZARD from Tiger
Developments. He has listed below the
Planets, icon (colour) and password for all the
planets in the game.

PLANET
Lacertilla
Ophidia
AnguisSauros
Anura

ICON (COLOUR)
Black
While
Dark Grey
Light GreyBlue

PASSWORD
SHARK
WHALE
SLIME
TIGER
EXCEL

14 P a g e  6's New Atari User

It is handy to go to the planet which you are
trying to complete last, so that you visit each
planet as few times as possible.
He defines white as the same colour as the

energy bar, and dark grey as the same colour
as the status panel.

CALLING BRIAN HOWARTH!
have in my possession two complete maps

from Brian Howarth for The Golden Baton and
Escape from Ptdsar 7 but I can't read them
Brian! Cotikl you please write in with a map
which I can decipher as I can't figure out how
to read them. Sorry to be a pain but I  can't
read them I can't publish them (Somil)

CALLING ALL CARS! BE ON THE LOOK OUT FOR GAMES TIPS FOR TIPSTER!!!
Yes I need more tips for the column so don't just let the likes of Kevin Cooke and Brian
llowarth steal your fame Just because you think that your tip or solution isn't good. Remember
I read everything that arrives on my doormat and all of it gets published in one form or
another. Don't let this column go down, send in the maps and tips for your favourite games. I
would particularly like help with the following games.
Alley Cat, Bomb Fusion. Kennedy Approach, Raid over Moscow, Capt. Cosmos
Zoo, Astro Groover. Clowns & Balloons, Movie Maker, Movie Madness, Face
Maker, Sesame Street. Skywriter. Dr. Suess, Invasion U.K.. B.C.'s Quest for
Tyres (most excellent!!). Caverns of Mars. Caverns of Khcifka. Sidewinder.
Chuckle Egg, Frogger. Mario Bros. Flak, Rally Speedway, Mankala, Typo
Attack, Claim Jumper, Leggit. Up. Up .131. Away. Night Raiders. Kaboom, Pyra-
mid Run, Sunday Skiing, Krazy Kritters, Savage Pond, Roulette, Nucleus, New
York City, Chop Suey, Fire Chief. Kissin'
Kousins. Hi-Jack, Superquake, Black-
jack, Kingdom and finally Great Amer-
ican Road Race.
I ask specifically for the above games as

they have been asked for by R. McGrath of
Dublin to complete the TIPSTER index book
that I am planning to compile.
Next issue there should be a complete map

of Alternative Reality: The City and hopefi
-
alY
the maps from Brian Howarth that I didn'tinclude this issue.

Remember to send all of your
tips, hints and maps to keep

this column going to:-
THE TIPSTER,NEW ATARI USER
P.O. BOX 54
STAFFORD
ST16 1DR
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rather unusual
game based on

the internal work-
ings of your favourite
micro. The story cen-tres on a terrible
"virus" that has
found its way into
the electronics of
Your Atari. This
nasty beast is break-
ing up all the inte-
grated circuits (not technically possible. of
course) and will eventually* destroy the
machine if you don't take responsive action.
Luckily, you are equipped with two exceed-

ingly high-tech space(?) ships which you can
dispatch to administer first aid on the faulty
components. The playlield is divided into two
horizontally scrollable landscapes (one per
ship). each revealing the CPU, logic array,
Aniie. Pokey and other circuits that lurk in-
side the Atari's plastic casing. Obviously
you'll need two Joysticks to manoeuvre the
craft - it's possible to play solo, but much
easier with a friend's assistance.
What you have to do is fly the ships over the

electronic parts and land on those you think
are malfunctioning. A status line periodicallyreveals the

name of a
failed item.
but there's no
indication of
where to lo-
cate it - so

•Titte: I N SI D E
O Pubiisher; Spektra/ANG
O Supplier Micro Discount
O Format; Disk
O Price: .C6.95
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DE
until you memorise
the layout it's basic-
ally a case of trial
and error. To add a
touch of realism.
you'll notice the
effects of damage in
other ways - for ex-
ample. when the
Pokey chip is playing
up the game's
soundtrack is suit-
ably degraded. If a

joystick fails to respond, you have to make do
with the other one until you fix the offending
PIA circuit.
Whenever you land on a valid component.

you're informed whether or not it's in need of
repair. If it is. the screen display switches to a
circuit diagram and a collection of spares. At
this point you're asked to choose suitable
replacement parts and place them in position
on the diagram. Once the circuit has been
restored to full strength, you can head off in
search of the next casualty. There doesn't
seem to be a specific way to 'win' but if you
incur excessive damage the computer expires
in a rather alarming fashion!
I'll certainly award Inside full points for ori-
ginality and I've no complaints when it comes
to visual and audio effects - the title page is
particularly well done. As Nick Ross would
say, the chances of your Atari failing art quite
small - so don't have nightmares

reviewed by Paul Rixon
Page 6's New Atari User 1 5
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cessing large amounts of informa-
tion. programs often need SORTINGROUTINES to make that information accessi-

ble. "Sorting" just means putting the data in
order, either numerically or alphabetically. In
a NUMERICAL sort, high values come suc-
cessively before or after low values: in an
ALPHABETICAL sort, letters near the start of
the alphabet are put either before or after
those near the end. It's also possible to have
an ALPHANUMERIC sort, which is an order-
ing system based on both letters and num-
bers - for instance, 132 might come before 55but after A7.
You can use sorting routines in all types of
programs - high score tables in games. names
and addresses in databases, ordering the

LISTING 1 :  BUBBLE SORTAM 130 REM
OY 132 REM
RP 140 C=5:REM Number o f  items
RO 150 DIM ACC):FOR N=I  TO C:READ NUM:01(14

)=MUM:NEXT N
PT 160 DATA 4 , 5 , 2 , 3 , 1
RO 100 GRAPHICS 0: ?  : ?  "BUBBLE SORT DEMO"

•
NE 190 ?  "UNSORTED LIST:  "; :FOR m=1 TO C:

? ACM);" ";:NEXT M:? : 7
Ft 200 511=0
JI  210 FOR m=1 TO C - I
VW 220 I F  Acol<AEN+1) THEM 268
HY 230 1 1 = A ( M ) : A C N ) = A ( N 4
-
1 ) : A C N + 1 2 = B
FV 240 SW=I
EN 250 FOR MM=1 TO C:? ACMIN),:" ";:NEXT NM
IC 260 NEXT N
YE 270 I F  514=1 THEM 200
SZ 288 ?  1?  "SORTED LIST;  " ; : F O R  N i  TO

C:? ACM);" "::NEXT N:?
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'hands' in card games, and so on - and anumber of different methods are available to
do the ordering. In any sort, routine, the two
main operations are COMPARISONS and EX-
CHANGES. Individual routines differ, howev-
er. both with regard to the items being com-
pared and the timing of the exchanges. This
article takes an introductory look at two
popular sorting methods - the Bubble and the
Shell - along with a few variations on the core
routines.

THE BUBBLE SORT
This is probably the simplest sorting routine

of all. In a bubble sort, the computer reads
through the data comparing
pairs of adjacent items at a time.
If they are in the correct order
they are left alone: if they are in
the wrong order they are swap-
ped around. The computer con-
tinues to compare pairs and
make swaps until all the items
are in the required order. In this
way, items gradually "bubble up"
to their rightful place - this is
how the routine gets its name.PROGRAM 1 uses a bubble sort
to place a list of numbers in low-
high order. The opening lines
put the unsorted numbers into
an array and print them on the
screen, The sort routine starts
by setting SW equal to 0 in LINE
200. SW is our swap flag and it
records whether or not any

swaps have taken place. LINE
210 starts a FOR NFXT loop to
go through the items in the list,
LINE 220 compares the first
number with the second. If they
are in the right order the program
skips over the swap routine and
goes to LINE 260. It then com-
pares the next pair of Items (thesecond and the third) and so on.
LINES 230-250 only come into
the picture when the numbers
are In the wrong order. LINE 230
switches them around by
• putting the first into a tempor-
ary variable called B,

- moving the second up one
place. and

- putting the first back into the
array one place down.

LINE 240 sets the swap flag toto show that a switch has taken
place and LINE 250 displays therevised order on the screen. The
computer then goes on to corn-

' pare the next pair of numbers.
The program gets to LINE 270when all the numbers have been
compared. If SW-=1 it means that
at least one swap has taken place
so it goes through the list again
comparing things in their new
order. The process continues
until there is a complete run
through with no swaps. The sor-
ted list ts then displayed (LINE
280),
We can see exactly how the pro-cess works if we examine a small
list of items. In the following ex-

byAnn O'Driscoll

EE 130 REM
QV 132 REM
SL 140 C=6:L=3:DIM A5(Loc),05(L)
OT 150 FOR N=1 TO C:READ B S: A SC L *C M
-
1 1 +1 )

=BS:NEXT N
1.81 160 DATA JAM,FEB,MAR,APR,MAV,JUN
WR 100 GRAPHICS 0: ?  : ?  "BUBBLE SORT DEMO

I I " : ?  "  " : ?  : ?
Ni 1 / 0  ?  "UNSORTED LIST:  "; :FOR N=I  TO C:

7 AS(L*(11-1)41,L*14);" ";:NEXT N:7 : ?
F1 28e 5wr=0
JI 210 FOR N=I  TO C-1
oY 220 I F  A 5 C 0
6
( N
-
1 3
4
-
1 , L w N )
( a S c c
L o N i
+ 1 , L *

CP141)) THEN 260
CO 230 8S=ASCLNCM-1)+1):ASCL*CM-1141,LMM)

=ASE(L*N)+1,LNEN+1»:ASC(L*11).
-
1,L*CN+1
) )=0$

FY 240 514=1
DK 258 FOR MN=1 TO C:? esculorme-n14.1,LAmm

) ; "  ";:NEXT NM:?
IC 268 NEXT m
YE 270 I F  544=1 THEM 209
MP zee ?  : ?  "SORTED LIST:  " ; : F O R  N=I  TO

c:? A S C L * C N
-
1 ) . 4 . 1
1
L * N ) ; "  
" ; I : N (
N T  
M :
?

PROG 2:  STRING BUBBLE SORT

LISTING 3:  SHELL SORTEC 130 REM
OY 137 REM
SIC 140 C=O;REM Number o f  i t en s
RO 150 DIM ACC):FOR N=I  TO C:READ NUM:ACN

I=NUM:NEXT N
BD 160 DATA 6 , 0 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 1
SR 180 GRAPHICS 0: ?  : ?  "SHELL SORT DEMO":

MF 190 ?  "UNSORTED LIST:  ";:FOR 14=1 TO C:
? A(N);" "::NEXT N:? :?

FM 195 GAP=C
SW 200 I F  GAPC=I THEN 200
Lo 205 GAP=INT(6AP/2)
FM 218 SW=0
EC 215 FOR N=I TO C
-
G A P
DU 228 I F  ACN)(ACN4GAP) THEN 260
IL 230 8=A CIO :ACN)=AtN+GaP) :a CN+GAPJ =8
FY 240 SW=I
EH 258 FOR NN=I TO C:? ACNN);" ";:NEXT NH
IC 260 NEXT N
vX 270 I F  511=1 THEN 210
MU 275 GOTO 280
SZ 280 7  : ? "SORTED LIST: " ; : F O R  N i  TO

C:7 ACN);" ";:NEXT N:?
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PROG 4:  STRING SHELL SORT

2 1 4 3 6 5 7 8
ROUND 3: 121111 4 3 6 5 7 8 swap1121[4] 3 6 5 7 8 no change1 2 [4][3] 6 5 7 8 swap1 2 3 [41[615 7 8 no change1 2 3 4 [61[5] 7 8 swap

1 234 5[61M8 no change1 2 3 4 5 6 [7]181 no change

KR 138 REM
QV 132 REM
SL 148 C=6:L=3:DIM ASCLatC),BSC()
OT 158 FOR N=I  TO C:READ BS:AS(L*CN-1)+1)

=BS:NEXT N
wM 168 DATA JAN,FED,MAR,APR,MAY,JUN
JZ 180 GRAPHICS 0: ?  : ?  "SHELL SORT DEMO I

I":?  "  . . 9  . ?
NZ 190 ?  "UNSORTED LIST:  " F O R  N=I TO C:

? A S C L * C M
-
1 ) + 1 , L * N )
; "  
" ; : N
E X T  
N r
?  
;
?

FM 195 GAP=C
SW 280 I F  GAP(=I THEN 280
LO 205 GAP=INT(GAP/2)
FK 218 51.40
EE 215 FOR N=1 TO C-GAP
CJ 228 P = L
0 1
C M
-
1 ) + 1 : Q =
N * L : R = G
A P - ( t

IV 225 I F  ASCP,Q)(AS(P4R,O+R) THEN 260
Kit 238 8 5 =A S E P , o ) : A S C P , Q ) =A S C P
4 1 -
R , O +R ) : A S(

P-
I
-
R
,
Q
4
-
R
)
=
B
S

FY 240 SW=I
UC 258 FOR IIN=1 TO C;? A 5 C L * C N N
-
1 3 $ 1 , L * 0 4

W2,1" ";:NEXT NM:?
IC 268 NEXT N
VX 278 I F  SW=I THEN 210
MU 275 GOTO 288
RE 280 ?  : ?  "SORTED LIST:  " ; ; F O R  N=1 TO

C:? A S C L * C M
-
1 ) + 1 , L * C M ) )
; "  
" ; : N E
X T  
8 :
?

PROC.. 5 !  DELAYED 13uS6LESORTBx 138 REM
OY 132 REM
RP 148 C=5:REM Number o f  items
RQ 150 DIM ACC):FOR N=I  TO C:READ NUM:ACN

)=NUM:NEXT M
RT 160 DATA 4 , 5 , 2 , 3 , 1
XX 188 GRAPHICS 0 : 7  : ?  “DELAYED BUBBLE SO

OF 190 ?  "UNSORTED LIST:  "; :FOR N=I  TO C:
? ACM);" ";:NEXT N:? : ?

JG 288 FOR m=1 To C-I.
MR 210 K=N
YY 220 FOR M=11
-
.1 T O  
C

DS 238 I F  A(M3CACK) THEM K=M
HO 240 NEXT m
LT 250 I F  KOK THEN B=ACK):A(K)=A(N) :ACM)

=8
EJ 268 FOR INN=1 TO C: ? C om  "  ";;NEXT MN

:?
IE 278 NEXT N
SZ 288 ?  : ?  "SORTED LIST;  " ; : F O R  01=1 TO

C;? ACN);" ";;NEXT N:?
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ample. the series used in prog-
ram 1 is being "bubble-sorted"
into low/high order. The num-
bers in the brackets are those
being compared each time. A new
"round" of comparisons is gener-
ated if any swaps occurred in the
preceding round.
ROUND 1: [4][5] 2 3 1 no change

4 [5][2] 3 1 swap
4 2 [5][3] 1 swap
4 2 3 151111 swap4 2 3 1 5

ROUND 2 [41[21 3 1 5 swap
2 [41[3] 1 5 swap
2 3 [4E11 5 swap
2 3 1 [41[5] no change

ROUND 3: 12113] 1 4 5 no change
2 131111 4 5 swap
2 1 131[4] 5 no change
2 I 3 [41[5] no change

ROUND 4: [2][1]3 4 5 swap
1 121[3] 4 5 no change
1 2 [31[4] 5 no change
1 2 3 14115] no change

ROUND 5: [1][2] 3 4 5 no change
1 [21[3] 4 5 no change
1 2 [3]141 5 no change
1 2 3 141151 no change

Of course, bubble sorts work
equally well for sorting stringvariables. In PROGRAM 2 the
first 6 months of the year are put
Into alphabetical order. The I, in
LINE 140 sets the length of each
month at 3. The listing DIMen-sions A$ to hold all the months
(12 x 3) and B$ to hold any
month being exchanged. LINE
220 splits AS into blocks of 3
(because there are 3 spaces per
month) and compares each block
with the adjacent one. LINE 230
does the exchanging, dealing inblocks of 3 characters at a time.

SHELL SORT
A disadvantage of bubble sorts is that they
are quite slow if you have lots of data to be
compared. For this reason, a popular alterna-tive, called the Shell Sort, is often used if the
list of items to be ordered is In any way
sizeable. In its simplest form, the shell sort
routine works by continually splitting the ori-
ginal items into halves and successively com-
paring. and swapping if appropriate, the
values of the first item in each half. The pro-
cess continues until all possible swaps are
made. For instance. if you have 16 values in
the list, the opening round compares the first
with the 9th, the second with the 10th. and
so on up to the 8th with the 16th. After any
exchanges are made at this level the list is
halved again, This time the first item is com-
pared with the 5th the second with the 6th.
etc. up to the I2th with the 16th. The proce-
dure continues with the gaps getting smallerand smaller each time.
Again, it might help to run through the

routine manually. In this example we will
"shell sort" 8 numbers into low/high order:
the bracketed values are those being com-
pared each time:
ROUND 1
.
. [ 6 ]  
8  
2  
3  
( 4
)  
5  
7  
1  
s
w
a
p

4 181 2 3 6 [5] 7 1 swap
4 5 [2] 3 6 8 [7] 1 no change
4 5 2 131 6 8 7 [1] swap4 5 2 1 6 8 7 3

Because swaps occurred, the "Round 1"
comparisons - 1st with 5th. 2nd with 6th, 3rd
with 7th and 4th with 8th - are run through
again. No further changes need to be made.
ROUND 2: [4] 5 [2] 1 6 8 7 3 swap

2 [51 4 6  8 7 3 swap
2 1 [4] 5 161 8 7 3 no change
2 1 4 15] 6 181 7 3 no- change
2 1 4 5 [6] 8 [71 3 no change
2 1 4 5 6 [8] 7 [3] swap
2 1 4 5 6 3 7 8

Because swaps occurred, the "Round 2"
Page 6's New Atari User

comparisons - 1st with 3rd. 2nd with 4th.
and so on up to 6th with 8th - arc repeated.
This necessitates an exchange between the4th and 6th Items:

As swaps occurred, the "Round 3" compari-
sons of each item with the adjacent one are
redone. No further changes are needed - Our
list has been shell sorted in only 3 "rounds"
because the incorrectly placed values have
moved to their right slot much more quickly
than if the adjacent blocks only had been
compared.
PROGRAM 3 shell sorts the numbers in the
above example: The variable GAP defines thesize of the blocks into which the items will be
split. This is initially set equal to the number
of items by LINE 195 and then halved on each
round of the sort by LINE 205. LINE 270
ensures that the "Round" is repeated until a
complete swap free set of comparisons has
been made. Sorting is complete when GAP
falls below 2 (LINE 200) because each item
has already been compared with its immedi-
ate neighbour. The new list is displayed byLINE 280.
PROGRAM 4 modifies the shell sort in listing
3 to deal with string variables - the changes
as regards DIMensioning arrays are similar to
those explained above for the string bubble
sort. Thc variables P and Q In LINE 220
define the start and end of the first substring
- AS(1,3), AS(4,6), etc. The variable R defines
the offset which specifies which blocks are
being compared - for instance in ''Round r
R=9 (3 X 3) so AS(1,3) is compared with
AS( I 0, 12), and so on (LINE 225),

con tin tied
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A number of other sorting routines are avail-
able. some of which are variations on the two
outlined above. The purpose of all of the mod-
ifications is to increase the speed of the sort-
ing process. While speed may may not be a
problem in the small examples given here. it
can be a significant factor in say, a large
database program.
The most popular amendment to the basic
Shell Sort is to change the size of the initial
gap and use a value other than half the list
size. Values related to the natural log of the
number of items have been found to be effec-
tive. The final two listings add a kw lines to
the standard Rubble Sort routine in PROG-
RAM I to produce two new sorting methods:
PROGRAM 6 shows a "Delayed Replacement"

.Sort. This compares pairs of items as in a
"normal" bubble sort, but the swaps don't
take place until the end of a round. "Low/
high" sorts work by finding the lowest incor-
rectly placed item in each round and then
exchanging it with the item that occupies its
slot.: high/low sorts do the same
thing with the highest out of place
Item per round. The program here
uses the numbers from the origin-
al bubble sort, with the nested
loop at LINES 220-240 finding the
lowest values per round. The
whole process is much quicker, as
the number of exchanges has been
cut drastically:
ROUND 1: [4115] 2 3 1 low = 4

[4] 5 [2] 3 1 new low 2
4 5 [2] [3] 1 new low = 2
4 5 2(3111] new low = 1

RESULT: Exchange 1 and 4
ROUND 2: 1 [51[2] 3 4 low = 2

1 5 [2][3] 4 new low = 2
1 5 2 [3][4] now low = 2

RESULT: Exchange 2 and 5
20
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ROUND 3: 1 2 151131 4 low = 3
1 2 5 13] 4] new low = 3

RESULT: Exchange 3 and 5
ROUND 4: 1 2 3 151[4] low 4

RESULT: Exchange 4 and 5
SORTED: 1  2 3 4 5
The last listing. PROGRAM 6, shows an "In-

sertion" sort. The idea here is that each item
Is taken in turn and put into its "right" placevis a vis the items which have been sorted
already. For example. if we take our "4, 5, 2.
3, I" sequence, the routine would look until it
found something lower than 4 (the 2) and
then place it relative to the 4 and 5 to give "2.4, 5, 3. I". The next unsorted number. the 3.
would then be placed relative to the 2, 4 and
5 to give "2, 3, 4, 5, I" and finally the unsor-
ted 1 would be put in its rightful place at the
top of the list. Again, we only need to modify a
few lines of the previous program to set upthe insertion routine: This time, the variable
K in LINE 210 of the listing defines the next

PROG. 6 :  INSERTION SORTYL 139 REM
ElY 132 REM
SK 140 C=8:REM Number of  items
Re 150 DIM A(C):FOR N=1 TO C:READ NUM:ACN

I=NUM:NEXT N
BD 160 DATA 6 ,8 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,7 .1
OU 180 GRAPHICS 0:? :? "INSERTION SORT":?" • •
NF 1 0  ? —
U N S O R
T E D  
L I S
T :  
— ; :
F O
R  
N
=
1  
T
O  
C
:

? ACM);" "::NEXT N:?
JG 280 FOR N=1 TO C
—
s .
BR 210 K=A(44-1)
EZ 215 FOR M=N TO I  STEP —
IUU 220 I F  K)=ACM) THEM POP :GOTO 240
ME 225 A C M
- 1 -
1 / = A ( M )
HM 230 NEXT M
JG 240 ACM+1)=K
EH 250 FOR NN=1 TO C:? RCNNI:" "::NEXT NM

:?
IC 260 NEXT N
SZ 288 ? : ?  "SORTED LIST:

c:? ACM);" "::NEXT N:?
" FOR  N=1 TO

NORTH OF SCOTLAND ATARI USER GROUP
F U T U R A  THE NOSAUG NEWSLETTER
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Prices: E1.95 each • C10 tor a 6-issue disk subscription
Back issue disks 1 - 12 are still available at only E1.50 each
Send ft or a large SAE for the Future Sample Issue
Please make cheques/p.o.'s payable to S.J. Murray and send toNOSAUG, P.O. BOX 10001, PETERHEAD, AB42 6ZN

FUTURA ISSUE 13 - OUT NOW!
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Special Offers:O Any 6 back issues for only E7•50
O All 12 back issues for only EIS

DIOSAUG - AN ATARI 8-1317
1 U S E R  
G R O U P !GETTING SORTED

continued

Item to be compared in the UNSORTED array.
The nested FOR NEXI' loop beginning at
LINE 215 puts K in place by working back
from the item immediately before K to the
start of the list. In this way each unsorted
Item is repositioned and the sorted portion
expands by one each round,
Well that about covers an introduction to
sorting routines. If you want to delve into the
topic a bit more, you might like to check out
Disk #35 (UTILITIES 5) In the PAGE 6 Public
Domain Libraly, which includes a program
which compares a few sorting routines. The
Shell sort module, which can be inserted in
your own programs, also incorporates the
modification mentioned above about relating
the gap size to the log of the number. PD
Library Disk #25 also has a fast sorting
routine for fields in fixed length records. •
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NEW ATARI USERBINDERS
One or two readers have purch-
ased the old style binders in
advance and these will of course
not be of use in our new format.
If you have unused binders thatyou wish to return to us we will
happily allow you a credit
against the original purchasecost.
At the moment we have no plans
to produce binders in the new
_format since minimum orders
make the cost very high but we
will let you know if we are able
to offer a new binder In the
future
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Putiosian Barrier. On occosion, Zone
Smugglers will attempt a crossing by

propelling their tiny capsules through the Bar-
riers' natural gases and electronic asteroids.
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random security patrols. All confiscated mate-
rial is then shipped to Barrier Customs tvhere
it is analysed before despatch to Earth. Exam-
ples of this material can be found below.
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PUZZLED NO MORE
WORD SEARCH is an interesting utility

which will help you find those elusive words
in wordscarch puzzles. A grid of up to 30 x 30
can be searched in four different ways, allow-
ing the completion of even the most complexwordsearch in no time whatsoever.
Word Search will automatically run in eitherAtari BASIC or Turbo BASIC. Full docume-

ntation is included on the disk along with an
excellent demo option to get you started. This
demo shows all four search modes in opera-tion.
'Single' is the basic search mode which finds

single words hidden in any of eight directions.
The computer searches using the standard

with
Stuart Murray as
your Tour Guide
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pattern. i.e. examines each row of charactersuntil the first letter is found. It then checks
the subsequent letters in all eight directions
to see if it is the word you arc looking for. The
computer performs this task quickly and can
complete a whole wordsearch in a matter ofseconds. The next search mode is No Vowels*.
It is similar to the single option but all vowels
are removed from the grid.
'Residue" is a very handy mode which allows

the input of a word list before searching be-
gins. Each word is then shown one by one,
with all remaining visible in the grid. The final
search mode is 'Nines'. This allows you to
search for a nine-letter word hidden in the
grid as a 3 x 3 square. After the computer has
found and displayed a word tor words) you
are shown a sub-menu of options from which
you can continue, change the on-screen col-
ours. edit the grid, view the grid or finish.
I enjoyed using Word Search. It is a unique

piece of software which the author has put a
lot of work into. It is very easy to use and
completely error-trapped with on-screen
prompts to assist you should you make a
mistake. My only qualm is that. if you arc into
wordsearch puzzles in a big way you probably
won't see the point of using a computer tosolve them. However. Word Search will
tainly prove useful for that competition in
your local newspaper or if you find yourself
stuck with a large grid puzzle. You know that
feeling when you've closely examined the grid
line by line and you still can't find the word!Word Search will then come into its own.
A unique and enjoyable piece of software
which. although having perhaps little practic-
al use, is definitely worth checking out. Ori
-ginality counts for a lot in my book (or word-
search).
CLASSIC PD ZONE RATING: 80%

SCRAMBLE REVISITED
Scramble was a popular arcade coin-op from

the early 1980s. It was a horizontally scrolling
shoot-cm-up in which you had to bomb fuel
pods and avoid enemy fire. Airstrikell by
English Software is probably the best knownclone on the Atari 8-bit.
EARTH 2500 is a PD version of Scramble.

although it is heavily based on the English
Software title. The concept is simple: travel as
far as you can, blast everything in your way
and keep your fuel level high. Run out of fuel
and you crash to the ground.
After a colourful title screen you are warped
to Sector 1. It takes about ten seconds of disk
access until you find yourself travelling in a
small spacecraft (which looks to have been
constructed from yellow Lego) over a rocky
terrain. You don't have many friends in this
sector! Tanks fire at you from the ground and
missiles attack you in the air. Things can get
a little hot under the collar if you find yourself
caught in the crossfire! To assist you in the
battle your ship has two weapons. You can
fire missiles from the front or drop bombs
from below. You drop bombs by pressing the
joystick button and moving left. You soon get
used to this system but. like Airstrike II, it
can be a little awkward in tight areas.
At the top of the screen is your fuel-tine. It

doesn't take long to reach critical so you must
seek out fuel pods. These are often placed
strategically behind rock formations, trees or
buildings. A direct hit will boost your fuel
level and allow you to continue on. There aretwo halves to Sector 1. with a marked in-
crease in difficulty for the second (including
multiple missile attacks!). There are a total of
five sectors which. if the first two are anything
to go by. will take quite some time to com-
plete! Added to the hostilities are subterra-
nean caverns. narrow passageways. steep
climbs, falling rocks, laser fields. etc.
Earth 2500 has the feel of a game by Cosmi.

The multi-coloured title screens and small
blocky graphics give it the appearance of a
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1982 commercial release. As a public domain
release it is not bad and will keep you blast-
ing for a while.There are some criticisms. Each sector loads
from disk so you must wait ten seconds be-
fore every play. Also, there is a rather
annoying bug in the program which occasion-
ally causes your spacecraft to explode at the
beginning of a sector. The game is hard
enough to play without having one life strip-
ped away from you at the beginning! In fact,
Earth 2500 is just too difficult too early on.
By the time you reach the second half of
Sector 2 you'll see what I mean. It's a killer!
Still, there is an addictive quality which
tempts you back for more.
Earth 2500 is an average arcade game. No-

thing over-spectacular but very challenging
and reasonably addictive. however, Airstrike11 it's not.

CLASSIC PD ZONE RATING: 62%
BACK TO SCHOOL...

TANK MATH is an old program which still
has a lot to offer. Having failed to make it onto
our educational mission last time. I thought
I'd include a quick review now. So if you are
still looking for educational software, read on.
During a reasonably impressive title sequ-

ence you are informed by animated tank-fire
that Tank Math will help you to add, subtract,
multiply and divide. The concept is simple
and yet very effective. You answer twelve
mathematical questions by entering them on
your Atari keyboard. You can choose addi-
tion, subtraction. multiplication, division or a
combination of the four. There is also a bonus
Roman numeral quiz.
Before starting the program you can select
the mathematical options and set the tinier
limit (5-45 seconds per question). The selec-
tion of difficulty levels is disabled in this sam-
ple version (see below for details of shareware
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PD Library *  Commercial Software Publishing*  Magazine Publishing *  Hardware/Software bought & sold
** GOOD NEWS!! All 13 offers described In our advert last issue are being extended toThe end of January 199511 Loads of good offers! Phone/write If you need more info

NEW ITEMS
S.A.M. DESIGNER - A new accessory for use
with our S.A.M. desktop system. Designer is a high
quality graphics package (in graphics mode 8), wnh
full icon-driven options. and mouse/joystick support. It
has all the usual drawing facilities, along with links to
the rest of &A.M., allowing you to import text. Desig-ner can also be used as a schematic designer by
using the in-built icons, which can also be changedusing other programs supplied with S.A.M.Designer is supplied with an easy to
-
fo l low m a n u a l ,

and costs C6.95• REQUIRES LAM.

registration). The level is set to 4 for subtrac-tion and 2 for the others. Press Start and
you're away. The main screen is well designed
with a large tank at the bottom tight and five
small boxes opposite. These boxes display the
amount of wrong answers remaining. In other
words, make a mistake and the tank will blast
a box! Also displayed at the bottom of thescreen is the current level and the amount of
correct answers given.
The question to be answered appears in
large numbers at the centre of the screen.You must then enter the correct answer be-
fore the timer runs out. If you answer correct-
ly, the tank blasts you onto your next ques-
tion. Answer incorrectly (or run out of time)
and you lose one of your remaining lives. A
Tutor program then comes into operation and
shows you the correct answer. This was very
good. The Roman Numeral Quiz Is quite en-
tertaining. You must convert decimal num-
bers to Roman numerals. If you answer incor-
rectly the Tutor shows you a conversion table
and gives you the correct answer.
Overall, Tank Math is a useful educational
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DEMO MAKER EXTENSIONS - A new disk
toe Demo Maker users_ Allows you to use mode 13 and
18 pictures in yow denies.Price: El .50. REQUIRES DEMO MAKER
Kodak branded 5
,
4 " D S D O  
b l a n k  
d i s k
s .  
T e f
l o n  
c o
-

ated to resist finger prints and spills. Excellent
disks made by Verbatim. E2.70 (1 box), E5.00 (2
boxes) including p&p. Bargain! Cell for prices on
10+ boxes. Lockable 50 capacity 51/4" disk storage
box: £5.50 including p&p.

WANTED: Your unwanted Atari hardware/ software. We buy disks, tapes, carts, books,mags• rricig disks, and arty Atari related hardware. Phone now for an immediate WenStocks of used hardware/software are always available for sale.
All prices quoted include UK P&P_ For a tree copy of our 25 page catalogue ot PD and
commercial software, please send 2 x 25p stamps (3 IFICs for non-UK customers) to:O.G.S. 62 THOMSON AVE., BUY, DONCASTER, DN4 ONU, ENGLAND Tel, (01302) 855026

program. It will be particularly beneficial for
children between the ages of 5 and 9. The
Shareware registration feels $IO. You'll then
receive the complete version which has twelve
changeable difficulty levels. You also get an
8-page manual.

CLASSIC PD ZONE RATING: 71%
if you notv look to the right you will see a

strange objectiloating aimlessly through the
Zone. Some refer to this object as -
t h e  n a m e -less traveller; others simply call it Atari Corp's
latest Director of Marketing. Strange indeed.
Until next time, boot those _floppies! 5.25s

forever!

This issue's reviews have been:
DISK 221 - WORDSEARCH SOLVER
DISK 229 - EARTH 2500
DISK 139 - TANK MATHS •

TYPE—IN D I S KWAITER MINIT
A non-violent game by
Dave Shakespeare
based loosely on Activi-sion's Pressure Cooker
You probably thought that waiting tables
was going to be an easy way to cam a few bob
for Christmas but by the time you have beenIn and out of that kitchen a few dozen times
and messed up a few orders, you'll be begin-
ning to wish you had thought of something
easier - like bricklaying!
The game starts with just one customer who
will order something simple and you must
guide your waiter into the kitchen to collect
the food and drink. When you get into the
kitchen you take the waiter half way across
and then the chef will start throwing various
items from the menu at you. You have to
remember what the customer has ordered
and catch the relevant items by simply stand-
ing in their path. Unwanted items must be
returned by standing in their way and press-
ing the fire button. If you collect
Item the only way to get
rid of it is to exit the
kitchen into the res-
taurant and then re-
enter collecting one 'boo-
boo' in the process.
When you have collec-
ted the total order you
must exit the kitchen

an incorrect

THE LISTING
WAITER 31/PUT is included on this issue's disk
ready to run. If you would like to type in the
listing (it's quite long!), a printed copy can be
obtained free of charge from New Atari User.
Just ask for a copy from the usual address.
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and deliver the order to the correct table by
touching the number on the table. If you go to
the wrong table you will collect another 'boo-boo'
Points are scored for orders correctly deli-

vered and arc deducted if a thrown item in
the kitchen is neither caught or rejected andhits the wall.
The game starts with one table and one itemon the order and the number of items ordered
increases after each correct delivery. When
four items have been completed the number
of tables increases up to a maximum of four
with items ordered again increasing from one
to four. Just try remembering sixteen items in
one go. and remember these customers don't
even give tips!
A high-score facility is included with the best
scorer entering their initials. •
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HANDLING TAPESPROBLEM
Kevin Cooke comes to
the rescue of thoseabout to throw their
recorder in the bin!
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that you may get a cassette to load.
Many people will already know these.

but there are still people that don't, If the
cassette has any instructions, ALWAYS follow
what they say before trying anything else. You
could save yourself a lot of time, lithe tape
still doesn't want to load though. there are
other ways that you can try. Below is a list of
all possible ways to get to load your cassette.
1. HOLDING DOWN START AND

OPTION WHILE TURNING ON
THE COMPUTER

This method is one of the most common
ways to load a cassette. As far as I know, the
START key simply tells the computer that you
want to load a cassette, The OFMON key then
disables Basic, so if you are sure the cassette
game requires Basic, don't use this method. If
you see the 'self memory test' screen while
loading a cassette. it could be that you do
need Basic (in which case, try the method
below).
26 Page 6's New Atari User

2. HOLDING DOWN START
WHILE TURNING ON THE
COMPUTER

This method works in the same way as abovebut does not disable Basic. Most commercial
games will probably not require Basic, and
getting BOOT ERROR appear on your screen
can be a sign of this (in which ease, try the
method above).
3. TURNING THE COMPUTER ON

AND TYPING ENTER "C:''
This method of loading will load games that

were saved to the tape with the LIST "C:"
command, This method is most commonly
used on Public Domain game tapes but is also
used on some very early commercial games.
4. TURNING ON THE COMPUTER

AND TYPING CLOAD
This command will reload programs thatwere saved with the CSAVE command. It is

quite rare to find this command being needed
to load commercial games. but some of the
older ones may need to be loaded in this way
(especially some of the older Atari games such
as TI1E LONE RAIDER and HANGMAN).

NORTH OF SCOTLAND ATARI USER GROUP
NOSAUG PD LIBRARY NOSAUG PD CASSETTES

OVER 150 DOUBLE-SIDED DISKS FEATUR-
ING THE VERY BEST IN PUBLIC DOMAIN
AND SHAREWARE FOR YOUR ATARI 13-BIT
The tokulog cfisks are a srnal sektflon .frorn our WITOtir caiaiogim
MYDOS &Si The latest version at lila powerful DOSDOMMENUATAR1 BASIC POWER PACK Two excellent

utility packages complete with a selection of sound FAutikt les
GREAT GAMES VOL I • Karate Master. Rockslicle, Flo. The

World of Dune, Tower. Moon Lander, Marble Magic, FruitPickin'
GREAT GAMES VOL 2 Androon. Tactic Demo, Darkstar,

Bled( Hoe Hun Pot Ill
VERONIKA•COSINUS Tcp-notch demos ?tom Eurcps
PHANTASY DEMO • The hest digused sound demo tor theLXE
01: HACKERS NEWSLETTER • All N3 latest issues bongingyou news, articles and software from the USA
Al! NOSALIG PD disks are priced at only Et _50each (any amount

The very best in public domain software
on cassette for your Atari XL/XE

Ttzles avatiable (nail.* •
GAMES 1 ,  UTILITIES, AMAZING DEMOS, MUSICALMADNESS, KIDS FUN, FUTURA ISSUES i • 12

New titles available now:
UTILITIES 2 • Keystroke Artist Antic Music Processor 2 onuafour music tracks], 1020 Cassette Inlay Label Maker, Cur.

rent Foreign Exchange, 'rho Tapester, Video TitterBEST OF ANTIC GAMES Rebound, Uncle Henry s Nuclear
Waste Dump i d  rap, Hapoylace Revers'. Monster Match,Maze Maniac, Quatro, E-Racer

BEST Of ANALOG GAMES • Planetary Defence, CloudHcpper, Bacterion Maze War, Blast, Snowplow, Livewire,
Race In Space. Cosmic Glob, Retrofire, The Electroids

EDUCATION Spell Blast, Aloha Run, Alphabet Train The
Counting Game, Cooy Cal, The Reading ProgramMarathon Mattis. Math Attack, Flin With Words. Guess My

All
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C150 tapes complete with documentation.Price = E2.50 each
Send El or a large SAE for a copy of the new NOSALIG PD catalogue

Please make cheques/p.a. 's payable to S.J. Murray and send toNOSAUG, P.O. BOX 10001, PETERHEAD, AB42 6ZN
NOSAUG - AN ATARI 8-BIT USER GROUP!

5. TRANSFERRING THE PROG-
RAM TO ANOTHER TAPE

If your cassette isn't loading, try looking at
the actual tape at the point when the compu-
ter stops loading it successfully. If the tape
looks bumpy. or the edges are ragged. it could
be that it is faulty. If this happens, you could
try transferring the game to another cassette
(use the tape to tape dubbing option which is
now on most new stereos). You may then find
that the program will load from your new
cassette. Don't ask me why this method
works (surely if the computer can't read the
Information from a tape. the stereo won't be
able to make a copy with perfect information
either?), but it occasionally does.
6. TRANSFERRING TO DISK
lithe cassette won't load, you could try put-
ting the program onto a disk with the aid of
TRANSDISK or HOUTEN DOS (obviously you
will need a disk drive to use this method, so
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cassette only users could skip this section).
This works surprisingly often, as I have found
to my advantage. One example of my successwith this method is with KICK OFF. The cas-
sette kept stopping at the point where I later
found it should load in a loading screen. I
transferred the program to disk using TRANS-
DISK, and it loaded successfully first time.

T hese are all of the ways that I have gota cassette to load, although there are
two more things you can do to get

them to work. First of all, you can fast for-
ward the tape leader so that the brown tape
with the information is In view. Secondly. you
can try all of these methods on BOTH skies of
the cassette, as most have the program recor-
ded on both sides.
Finally. It could be your equipment that is at
fault. Try making sure that everything is con-
nected to your computer properly, and try
testing your computers memory using the
built in self memory test. If you suspect that
it is your cassette recorder that is at fault, try
to test it on someone else's system. •
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EASY RUNNING

Byte Contents

RUN

no

3F64

of Byte Meaning
00 01 IT FIP This is a binary file
02 03

2700

Start address in HEX (twisted)
04 05

6000

End address in HEX (twisted)

START END RUN
3500 3F64 3900
2000 3EA0 2000
2000 2600 2028
2000 2700 2028
6000 69AA 6000
2006 2 B 00 2028
2000 2700 2028
2000 2E00 2028
2000 2000 2028
2000 2B00 2028
2006 3600 2028
2000 2F00 2028
2000 3200 2028
2000 3A00 2028
1FFD 38A0 2025
2000 3E00 2028

Many type-in machine code
listings still require Basic to
load somewhat defeating
the reason for writing in
machine code. Now, thanks
to John van der Spoel you
can transfer your listings to
seicrunning binary files
that can be loaded without
Basic

hrough the years there have been
many. many machine code programs
published in PAGE 6 and in NEW

ATARI USER. In lots of issues a type-in list-
ing. many written by Bill I Ialsall. can befound. Just think of Ace Dribbler and the
Road Hogs. Hot Rod Raider. Indian Gold,
Double Agents. and Skirmish, to mention afew.
Although all of these games are 100 %
machine code programs. Basic is still needed
to start them up. Neither DOS 2.0 nor DOS
2,5 will load these machine code programs
because they are so called object code files
(extension ,OBJ). generated when the Basic
listing is run. This is because an object code
file has no header that can be handled by
DOS. When you try to load such a file with
option L of the DOS menu. DOS will simplyanswer - Bad load file.
Not all of the listings in PAGE 6/NEW ATARI
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USER generate object code files, there are
exceptions. Some listings of machine code
games create binary files (extension „COM).
that can be loaded using DOS. For instance:
Hot Blocks, Star Rider, Heavy Metal and a few
more. These files will load much faster, espe-
cially when a menu program is used.
Using a Basic program to load and run ob-

ject code files, will always take far more time
than using a machine code menu program,
which runs binary files in DOS format Using
a Basic loader means in the first place, that
you should boot your computer with Basicenabled. This will take about 11 seconds
using a standard Atari disk drive. becauseDOS has to be loaded before the READY
prompt appears.
If you are using the Basic loader as an

AUTORUN.SYS file the machine code game
will load and run automatically after booting
your computer. but there is one minor point :
only one AU'IORLIN.SYS file can be placed on
a disk. In this way every disk can only contain
one machine code game, which is a rather
expensive way to store your type-in games.
Besides, the AUTORUN.SYS file itself also
takes about one or two seconds to load, so the
whole action takes 12 or 13 seconds before
the loading of your machine code game
actually begins.
If you prefer to type RUN " D
-
. F I L E N A M E . B
A S "

to start the Basic loader you can save several
object code files (and Basic loaders) to onedisk, but It takes even more time before the
loading of your game can actually start.
assuming you know all the different names of
the Basic loaders on your disk. If not, youeven have to call the DOS menu to have a
look at the disk directory, or you have to use
a Basic menu program (which again must be

loaded) that handles Basic loaders.
Again time, time, time!

THE BINARY FILE
IN DOS FORMAT

Of course there is an easier way to
get fast access to your machine code
games. That is by creating real bin-
ary files in DOS format from your
object code files and loading and
running them from a machine code
menu that doesn't need Basic or
DOS to run your files. Only one
single button has to be hit on your
keyboard to load the game of yourchoice from disk, More about such a
menu program later on.
Probably you will say - this is all

very well but how arc binary files
created? Well, before we have a clos-
er look at these kind of files, some
observations must be made.
This article won't give a full description, but

it will tell you the main principals which are
necessary to create binary files from the ob-
ject code files that were published in Page
6/New Atari User as type-in listings. Further
the article is limited to disk users, although
binary files also can be created using a tape
recorder.
Ftnally the reader is presumed to have some
basic knowledge of hexadecimal notation.
A binary file in DOS format is a full machine
code program. which can be run by your
XL/XE system directly after the loading pro-
cess. As already mentioned, binary files can
be loaded by DOS, using option L. They can
also be created by DOS. using option K. but
to use this option you need to know some
major information about the file to be created.Of course there has to be an machine code
program in memory and you have to know
where in memory it is stored. This means youhave to know the first and the last address of

16 OBJECT CODE FILES TO TRANSFER!
As stated in the main article you need to know the addresses

of each game you have typed in. You don't have to figureThem out yourself, here they are for you.
ISSUE PROGRAM
17 SHOOTING GALLERY
19 SECTOR10
35 REFLEX
36 HEADBANGER37 BLASTCOM
38 THE PODZ
39 MOUSE PARTY
41 SNAKES ALIVE!
42 HOT  ROD RAIDER
43 SKIRMISH
44 GREEN FINGERS
47 ACE  DRIBBLER
52 BAT  PACK
54 INDIAN GOLD
57 DOUBLE AGENTS
62 CROOKED HOUSE
Note that all address numbers are in hexadecimal notation!
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the data in memory. The first address is cal-led the Start address or Load address and the
last address is called the End address.
Moreover you have to know the Run address,
that is the address where the program actual-
ly starts to run immediately after beingloaded.
DOS needs to know these addresses, other-
wise your program in memory can't be stored
on disk to be replaced in exactly the same
part of memory later on. To tell DOS where tri
memory a file from disk should be loaded, the
binary file has a so called "header" of six bytes
which is created by DOS when a file is savedto disk, This header is as follows :

These six bytesare followed by the data
29



bytes of your program. The first program byteIs stored in the Start address. When the last
program byte is stored in the End address, anew header tells DOS to store the Run
address. The Run address is always stored in
736/737 ($02E0/$02E1). The program will
start running at the address stored in addres-
ses 736/737.
Solfyou want to create binary files, the

procedure is as follows:
- type in the machine code fisting of the
game

- save a copy to disk (disk 1)
- prepare a freshly formatted disk (disk
2). Note: if you only have 64K don't use
a freshly formatted disk but save theDOS files and MEM.SAV to the disk
with your Basic files on (disk 1)

- boot up your machine in Basic
• load the Basic loader but don't run it!
- change the last line as follows : CLOSE
# 1:STOP (drop the USR command in
this line)

- now run the loader program
- the machine code program will be
stored in memory, but won't be run

- when the program has stopped, don't
switch off or reboot, but go to DOS (64KB users should leave disk 1 in their
drive)

- insert the freshly formatted disk (not
64KB users)

- choose K in the DOS menu
- type the name of the file, followed bythe Start address. the End address and
the Run address

- note that filename and addresses must
be separated by one comma, but theEnd address and Run address must be
separated by two comma's!

- now press Return to create the file
In this way you can save as many files to

one disk as you want, until the disk is full.
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THE MENU PROGRAM
Page 6 library PD Disk #92 contains lots of

menu programs which are suitable to load
binary files. I prefer the program "NDOS CON-
VERTER" written by S. Baucke. This programis not on the disk mentioned. but it is distri-
buted by Pokey"s Magazine (issue #19 - 1992).You will find it on this month's Issue Disk of
PAGE 6/NEW ATARI USER.
The main advantages of NDOS CONVERTERare:
- it takes no free disk space, because the
menu is stored in the directoty sectors
(36 1-368 DEC)
you don't have to prepare a special menu
disk as the menu can be written to disk
(or changed) after one or more programs
have already been saved to disk- NDOS doesn't need Basic or DOS and
loads in less than 4 seconds

- the game of your choice loads by hitting
only one single button
NDOS is able to run up to 18 programs onone disk

When you save your just created binary fileson one disk, add a menu with NDOS CON-
VER1 P.-IR and you will be able to load your
games as quick as possible!

SOME FINAL NOTES'
The addresses of machine code programs in
memory are found with this very simple Basicmu tine:

10 FOR X=13192 to 14000
20 ? "ADDRESS ";X;" "REEK(X)30 NEXT X

The numbers in line 10 arc the same as the
address numbers you want to examine (in
decimal notation). So if you want to examine
another part of memory, change these num-

bers accordingly. If you are searching for a
special byte. for instance the first or the last
byte of a file, then simply add this line be-tween lines 20 and 30:

25 IF PEEK(X)-.-?
9 T H E N  
S T O P

The n stands for the byte you are looking
for. When the routine stops and the last
address does not contain the right byte (a
program can hold many similar bytes) then
Just type CONT (Return) and the routine willcontinue.
The Run addresses of the programs in thetable are the same as the addresses of the

USR command in the last line of the Basic
loader. Of course the USR command is in
decimal and the Run address is in hexade-
cimal notation.
To check if the addresses you found are

correct, you can act as follows:
- load a file in memory using the modified
Basle loader (leaving out the USR com-
mand in the last line)

- go to DOS
- first create the binary file, as shown above
- stay in the DOS menu;
- type M (= Run at address), (Return)
- type in the Run address in Hex (Return)

The program should nm now. If not, one or
more addresses were wrong or were typed
incorrectly. Sorry, but you have to try again
then. l i
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Reset. Most of the time you will return to theDOS menu.
By the way, you should have noticed the

machine code programs by Bill Halsall almostall start at address $2000. DOS itself uses
this same part of memory which is why the
files can't be created or loaded using DOS,
without a MENI.SAV on your disk.
If you've got a 130XE machine, or an XL with
128K or more, there should be no problemwhen a Ramdisk is available. DURSYS and
MEM.SAV are then present in your Ramdisk.
Using the NDOS menu to load these files will
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ATTENTION ST OWNERS!
MUGSHOT
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Have some fun with your ST creating lots
of hilarious 'mugshots' to entertain your
family and friends

* Extremely easy to use* Full documentation
* Several Print options* Great for the kids!
* Colour or Mono

Treat the kids for Christmas to a fun prog-
ram that will keep them quiet for hours.
Now available from PAGE 6 at the

LOW, LOW price of just 1'3.95DON'T MISS OUT!
give no problems because DOS is not neces-
sary.
In case you only want to use DOS to load a

binary file into memory (without being run by
DOS), then use L in the DOS menu, type in
the filename and extension directly followed
by /N (no spaces!) and hit return. You can
then go to Basic and examine the file with the
Basic routine shown before or you can test
the Run address using option M of the DOSmenu.
Well, good luck transferring your object code
files to binary DOS files! Finally my thanks to
Adrian Young (Acad de Jong) for typing in all of
the game fistingsfi •
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TYPE-IN ac DISKF 12O D A JTV BINGO
by Ed Hall
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It began one day when a couple
of shifty-looking characters

stmlled into my store. I figured them for sho-
plifters right away. One guy wore a trenchcoat
with a fedora pulled low over his forehead so
you couldn't see his face. The other guy was a
short little dude in a goose-down jacket that
had seen better days. They got as far as the
automotive section before I intercepted them.
"May I help you?' I asked politely.The fellow in the trenchcoat lifted his head

so that his eyes were no longer hidden by the
brim of his hat. tie said. 'We heard you sell
computers."
I felt my eyebrows shoot up. I could imagine
these two filling their pockets at the nail bin.
or sliding lengths of rope down the legs of
their trousers, But computers? No wayl
"Over there," I said cautiously. "Between the

plumbing supplies and the bib overalls."
The little guy led the way. He had skinny

legs that ended in greasy skidoo boots. He
clomped down the aisle toward the compu-
ters, leaving smudge marks on the floor be-hind him.
I hurried after them. "Did you have anything

spec& in mind?"
The guy In the hat mumbled something. I
caught the words 'case
- a n d  
' i m p o r t a n
t ' .

"/ agree with you one-hurtdred-pement." I
said eagerly. "Some people are so concerned
about a computer's innards they completely
overlook the case. Big mistake. That's why
!offer custom paintfabs."
They stopped in front of a standard XE with
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flames spray-painted along the sides. The lit-
tle guy tapped the keyboard a few times, then
nodded at the guy in the hat and said, 'This'lldo."
"A wise choice," I enthused. "and economic-

al too. The price is only -- "
The guy with the hat said, "Whatever it is,
we can't afford it. What we had in mind was,
maybe we could just borrow it _for a while."
My mouth fell open. "Borrow it?"
"Let me introduce myself. I'm Dan Diamond,

and this is my associate, Freddie Tapedeck
Perhaps you've heard of us?"
I shook my head.
"We're private investigators and we're work-

ing on a case. A big one. We're gonna blow the
lid off one of the nastiest scams arolutd Trott-
Me is, Freddie here needs a computer. You
lend us one arid we'll cut you in on this
caper."
I frowned. Business hadn't exactly been

booming lately, what with the recession and
all. So I said, "What's that work out io
dollars and cents?"
Dan looked thoughtful. "Well, since you're a

businessman, you're probably not too interes-
ted in taking an IOU. right? You want cash on
the barrelheact or no deal. Am I right?"
"Absolutely."
"...Just as I thought. The only trouble is, me

and Freddie are a little short of funds at the
moment. So what we normally do in a situa-
tion like this, we pad our expenses a little. Tell
me, how much do you usually charge for arental?"
"Fifty bucks a clay.""You sure?" Dan asked with a wink. "I'd

have guessed at least seventy-five."
"Er, right, that's what I meant to say.

Seventy-five."
"Good. Now Y
- w e  
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you can pay yourself $75 for each day Freddie
has the computer. That's 50% more than you'd
normally getL. What do you say?"
I closed one eye and tried to imagine how

that would look on my accounting ledger.
Then I gave up and said. "What's the case
involve? Blackmail? Espionage? Dnig-
running?"
Dan solemnly shook his head back and

forth, then looked around furtively before
leaning closer and whispering, "Much bigger
than that. We're talking bingo."
At first my reaction was the same as yours:

disbelief. Then they took me to smoke-filled
bingo parlours which were indistinguishable
from opium dens. I met people who made
their living playing bingo, and others whose
lives had been ruined by it. Soon it became
clear that an entire sub-culture had sprung
up around the game, and nowhere was this
more evident than in the popularity of bingo-
callers. The talent. Few could appear in pub-
lic without being mobbed by autograph seek-
ers, and all had the same glossy hair, white
shoes, and thousand-watt smiles. Invariably
yards of golden chain were looped aroundtheir necks, and often the arms of beautiful
women.

BINGO WAS HIS NAME
It was not until Freddie gave me a brief

history lesson that I came to understand how
this insidious game had infected our society.
It had been created in India by a disgruntledvizier who, unable to tolerate his losses at

chess, decided to modify the noble game to
his own advantage. He began by reducing the
size of a chessboard from 64 to 25 squares.
and eliminating all pieces except pawns.
When these changes failed to bring about the
desired result, the vizier decided his only re-
course was to completely remove the element
of skill and replace it with luck. He did this by
Introducing a 75-sided die.
Centuries later the game turned up in the
lioly Land at the time of the Crusades, and
was carried back to Europe by a band of wily
Jesuits, thus beginning the game's long asso-
ciation with the Church of Rome. Legend has
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it the game's name dates from this period. It
seems a certain Pope was so smitten by the
game that he ignored his favourite lapdog. Sowounded was the beast that it exacted re-
venge by leaping upon the board and scatter-
ing the markers, then running off with the
pontiff in hot pursuit. crying the mutt's name:
"Bingo! Bingo!"
Early in this century the Mafioso Introduced
the game to America. where it became known
as the 'numbers racket'. Later, a sanitized
version appeared in Las Vegas under the
name keno. In the 1960s go-go dancers in
cages made a brief appearance in bingo halls,
as well as a new wrinkle in game-play. Playerswere allowed to use the same card for more
than one game. a variation which did not
really catch on till the environmental move-
ment became prominent. This form Is known
as go-go bingo or eco-bingo.
With the proliferation of state-run lotteries

and computerized gambling machines. the
next development was inevitable: tele-bingo.Who needs cards and markers and dabbers in
the electronic age? Cable
companies now invite us to
hook up our computersto a TV set and use a
joystick to play the
game directly on the
screen. Bingos are veri-
fied electronically by
the cable company.where the entire
operation is run by a
computer program.But here of course is
where the scam
comes in. Dan and
Freddie suspectedthe software was
crooked.
'We've got the prog

ram," Dan said, showing me a disk. "All we
need is a computer so we can examine the
t.xle and confirm our suspicions."
I frowned. "You don't strike me as a computer

type."
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Dan laughed. 'You're right. I don't know a
thing about computers. •Reddie's the expert."
Freddie grinned at me. I noticed he was

missing several teeth.

PROGRAM NOTES
When Freddie began to work. I realized I had
under-estimated him. Not only was he deter-
mined to reverse-engineer the code, but he
also wanted to track down the pmgram's ori-
gins. It was real detective work, and not made
any easier by the program's design. tie mut-
tered to himself continually as he worked,
and at first I thought it was due to hunger.
because he kept repeating the word 'spaghet-
ti'. When I finally brought him a plate of the
stuff, he nearly threw it at me. Seems he was
referring to the unconscionably large number
of GOTOs and GOSUBs in the program. Soon
he began referring to the pmgrarn's creator as
'Spaghetti Head'.
It didn't take long for him to discover that

the whole thing was built around a very short
bingo program from the January 1986 issue
of ANTIC. But when he came to the P/M
routine, he faltered.
'Torn.
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fluttering over the keyboard. 'This is Tom's
work, I'm stire of it."
But Tom who? The obvious answer was Torn

Hudson and the P/M routine he had pub-
lished in issue 10 of Analog. But after much
hair-pulling Freddie discovered this was notthe case. For some reason Tom Hudson's
routine corrupted values which were stored in
the array CARD( ).
Suddenly Freddie exclaimed. -
G o t  i l l  T o r n114110"'The hobbit?'
! 
a s k e d
.

"No no, the editor of COMPUTE! magazine."
Freddie was right. Whoever the programmer

was, he (or she) had used Tom Halfhill's
"Atari P/M Graphics Toolkit" which appeared
in the same great issue of COMPUTE! (March
1986) as "Atari Speedcalc," The routine is
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dead simple to use, and automatically looks
after all that crazy mystical stuff, like clearing
memory and lowering ramtop.
The biggest clue to the programmer's identity

was in the snippet of digitized speech used by
the program. It was facilitated by a device
called Covox VoicemasterJunior. I lowever.
Freddie discovered that the actual code had
been modified by Matt Rateliff, as described
in the the May 1989 issue of ANTIC. (Note:
only disk-subscribers will be able to hear the
scoundrel's voice.)
The part of the program that Freddie wasmost Interested in was the random number
generator. Its basic form is:

190 N-aINT(RND(0)*75)+1
192 IF N=G(N) THEN 190
194 G(NI)N

You can try it out by erasing lines 176 and
182-188 from Listing I. and replacing line
190 with the one shown above. The only prob-
lem with this simple approach is that, when
there are only a few numbers remaining to be
called, the program takes a while to find
them, sometimes a couple of seconds or more.
The reason this is a problem is that the joys-
ticks can't be used while the program is
selecting a number.
The programmer tried to get around this
problem by keeping track of the numberscalled in each of the five columns. When all
15 numbers in any column have been called.
the program will no longer search for num-
bers in those columns (line 184). I lowever. for
some reason, the numbers seem to be gener-ated in clusters. It was this characteristic
which first alerted Dan and Freddie to the •
possibility that the code was crooked.
Freddie, being the hacker he is. quickly put
together a routine which neatly solves both
problems. Listing 2 randomly generates all 75
numbers BEFORE the game begins and
stores them in the array G2( ). Then, during
the game. the program simply calls up the
next number from 02( ). The waiting time is
virtually nil. The sole problem with Freddie's
solution is that It adds significantly to the

4
1

Initialization period.
Players using this routine will still notice a

slight interruption if they're using their joys-
tick when a number is generated. However.
most of this delay is due to the sound which
accompanies the appearance of a new num-
ber. To further reduce the delay, deleteGOSUB 108 from line 212.
Of course. Freddie's routine opens a thorny
issue. Is such a routine ethical? What if it fell
into the wrong hands? Unscrupulous people
could easily subvert it to their own advantage.

FUNNY BUSINESS
Well, that's about IL I'm not sure what Dan
and Freddie did with the evidence they unear-
thed. The last time I saw them, Dan was
wearing a new trenchcoat and Freddie was
driving the sportiest snowmobile you ever
saw. At least they didn't stiff me; I made sure
I paid myself for the computer rental.
I did hear something about them on the
radio. though. Had to do with diamonds and
cruise missiles. Seemed to be about 5 epi-
sodes totalling approximately 20 minutes in
length. If you're interested, you can get an
audio tape for S20.00 (to cover postage and
handling) from

CBC North
Box 160
Yellowknife, N.W.7%
Canal:143MA 2N2
Attention: Dave Miller

Don't expect liner notes or fancy labels --
just a plain unmarked
cassette in a brown-paper
bag. With grease spots on
Me. I'm kinda glad rm

not mixed up with them
any more. Dan and Fred-
die are a couple of bad
apples, that's for sure. •
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ATTENTION ST OWNERSGEOGRAPHY MOP

Help your children with their knowledge of the
world or expand your own universe

GEOGRAPHY TUTOR presents maps
and statistical databases at all of the countries
of the world

* Colour or Mono
* Fully accurate maps
* Check population size
* Discover each country's size
* Hear National Anthems
* Quiz options - identify countries,

capitals and more
* Compare countries to find which

are Muslim or highly populated etc.
* Many more options
This excellent educational

program is now available from
PAGE 6 at the LOW, LOW price of
just £3.95 - order your copy NOW!

THE LISTING
711 BINGO is complete and ready to run on this
issue's disk. If you would like to type in the
listing a printed copy can be obtained free of
charge from New Atari User. Just ask for a copy
from the usual address
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PROGRAMMINGUTILITIES

Address Contents Description
1599 3 Number of pages
1560 0-3 Index
1561 192 Page 1 high byte1562 188 Page 2 high byte
1563 184 Page 3 high byte
1564 180 Editing screen
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HELP AT HAND
David Sargeant presents
a neat system to give
instant help screens
with your Turbo Basic
programs
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on a Personal Computer is the availa-
bility to the user of on-line Help

Screens. In this case. I am talking about the
programming environment of Borland's C++,
although there probably are others which I
have not used. If you cannot remember the
meaning or the syntax of a particular com-
mand you do not have to wade through the
programming manual to find out. You just
call up the Help system by pressing a certain
combination of keys on the keyboard or by
clicking on the mouse button a few times for
pages of helpful details to be shown on the
screen making learning a language much
more user-friendly.

MEMORY LAPSE?
As far as programming in Atari BASIC is

concerned I am reasonably confident. but.Turbo BASIC is a different matter. The manu-
al, if you can call it that, is of little use for
finding helpful hints. so I have to keep refer-
ring to Page 6's Support disk. But what I
really need Is a scaled-down version of a sys-
tem of Help Screens as I have mentioned
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above.
The Help Screens would need to be stored in
the computer's memory' so that they could be
accessed at any time. The screen flipping
technique outlined in previous issues of New
Atari User would seem to be just what I re-
quire. so I have written a program with this inmind.
As part of the initialisation process. RAMTOP

is altered to reserve space behind the scrccn
RAM. the help pages are read from the disk
file and stored here and the high byte of each
page address together with the one for thenew default. screen are stored for later use.
The low bytes are always 64 and do not needto be stored as well.
It is also necessary to devise some way of

monitoring the keyboard so that the Help sys-
tem can be called by a single keypress whene-ver I need it and for this I have found a
Display List Intermpt to provide the most
useful method. When the HELP key is pressed
the Interrupt uses the internal index to copY
the relevant high byte of those saved pre-
viously to the Display List and then this index
is incremented or zeroed depending on the
number of help pages available.
In this instance I have used three pages of

help screens which are held in a straight-forward Word Processor file. TURBOIXT. For
the DLI to function correctly it requires 4 high
bytes (3 help screens plus one for the new
default screen which are indexed 0-3) and 2
additional bytes for the number of pages in
the system and the index itself. Page 6 is used
to store the machine code for the DLI (63
bytes) and the Help system program bytes (6

bytes). the rest of the page of memory is
clear so there is plenty of room to add
more help screens if you want.
As a guide my unmodified 800XL
gives:

PAGES
SCREEN
ADDR
DL
BUFFER
S_RAM
BYTES
DLI_ADDR
T_ADDR
I J
A

Now I can write or edit a Turbo BASIC
program in the normal way and whene-
ver I need reminding of a particular
command I just call up my Help pages
by pressing the HELP key. The pages
are cycled through on each keypress
until the normal editing screen re-
appears and I can continue where I leftoff.
PROGRAM VARIABLES USED

Number of pages in the Help
System
Temporary array for the high
bytes
Screen addresses
Display List address
Input buffer
Number of bytes in ScreenRAM
Number of bytes to read into
the input buffer
Display List interrupt address
Table address of user bytes
Loop counters
Temporary variable for data

LH 1 REM
CM 2 REM *  TURBO BASIC HELP SCREENS *
OR 3  REM *  b y
KD 4  REM *  D A V I D  SARGEANT
00 5  REM *
OF 6  REM *  NEW ATARI USER -  NOV .
1
1
4  *

MC 7  REM M O 1 4 1 1 1
-
1 . 1 1 4 . 1 . H * * * * * * 1
1 4 1 1 1 * * 4 1 0 H e a H
H I P H . I .

NM 8  REM
00 188
KG 110 EXEC 11117:ENO
05 120
OU 130
GK 148 PROC I NI T
SJ 150 PAGES=X3:P0KE 186,PEEK(186]-(PAG

(5*4):GRAPHICS
Mt 168 7  **  A I I M I L I W Y C H A : 1 1
OI 178 D I M  SCREENEPAGES1:SCREEN(7.6)=PEE

K18/1:A888=8PEEKE88:14.182481=8PEEK1568
3

TN 180 BUFFER=40000:5_RAMM/60:11VIES=PAG
ES*5-8AM:DLI_ADDR=1536:T_ADDR=DLI_ADDR

CO 114
Ni 288
(IT 210 V i  SET_SCREENS
RL 220 O P E N  181, 4, 0, "0:TUR80. TXT":86ET U

X1,8UFFER,BVIES:CLOSE
PA 238 -

":EX(C CONVERT
JH 248 F O R  I=K1 TO PAGE'S
CIL : :
:  
M
O
V
E  
O
U
F
F (
R ,
A
D
D
R .
5
_
R
a
m
;
A
p
p
R
z
a
z t

1024
RJ 268 OUFFER=BUFFER+5_RAM:SCREENCIlz

SCREENEX-K1)44
AK 278 N E X T
CP 280
CR 298
00 380 U  SET_DLI
TV 318 P O K E  T_ADDR,PAGES+K1:POKE T_ADDR

4
P
:
1
,
X
°

LN 320  F O R  I =X0 TO PAGES:POKE T_ADDR4X2
4 -
I ,
S
C
R
E
E
N
( I
) :
N
E
X
T  
I

NX 338 RESTORE UOLI_DATA:FOR I=X8 TO 62
:READ A:POKE DLI_ADDR... / ,A:NEXT /

• 3 4 e  P O KE  OL,PE(KCP1)*110:0POKE 512.0
LI_APOR:POKE 54286.192:POKE 732,17

VO 350 ENDPROC
PC 360
PE 378
OJ 380 PROC CONVERT
U8 390 F O R  J=OUFFER TO OUFFER+BYTES-K1
CP 488 0 P E E K ( J ) : I F  8
.
0 6  T H E N  
A = A - 3 2

LO 410 P O K E  J,A:NEHT J
MA 429 ENDPROC
OX 430
OZ 448
JV 458 U OLI_DATA
Vt. 468 DATA 72,173.228,2,201,17,288,53,13

8,72,152,72,173,48,2,131
UR 470 DATA 283 . 173 . 4 / . 2 . 133 . 284 , 174 , 64 , 6

,189. 65 . 6 . 168 . 5 . 145 , 283
E0 488  DATA 238 , 64 , 6 , 173 , 68 . 6 . 26 , 285 , 63 . 6

.144,5,161,0,141.64
RR 490  DATA 6 , 169 , 0 , 141 , 220 . 1 , 141 , 10 , 212 ,

; J :
1
1 ,
1 6
0 '
1 8
4 .
1 7
8 ,
1 0
4 ,
6
4

05 •
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Features
and COMNIIOM

th TIME
vb,) LUCKY?
Daniel Baverstock of
Oasis Design looksat Atari's record so
far and asks if they
are going to makethe same mistake
with the Jaguar
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systems came Atari's infamous mar-
keting strategy. This has since been

the downfall of every product they have ever
released. You would have thought by now
that. they had learned their lesson.

After releasing the 65XE computer. the
games system and the 130XE, as well as the
XF551 drive into the market, Atari's support
dwindled rapidly. It hit it's worst around the
late 1980*s. In fact Atari UK dropped the Atari
8-bit in favour of the Atari ST around this
time. Although this was hardly welcomed by
8-bit owners, it was inevitable.
Many users dropped the 8-bit in favour of

the ST series which seemed the way ahead.
38

GOODBYE XEand ST SUPPORT
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For a period. support for this exciting new ST
was strong, from both software companies
and Atari Corp. themselves. I lowever. was it
to last? I think not! Support for the ST went
rapidly downhill, while the opposite happened
for the Amiga series. Instead of games being
written for the ST. games were converted from
other formats, definitely a wrong move for
Atari Corp.! Atari's support for the ST stopped
around December 1993, again inevitable.

NO LYNX SUPPORT
Following the trend of the consoles that were

appearing around 1990 came the Atari Lynx.
a nice little gem of a handheld console that
was badly let down by almost non-existent
advertising and a lack of games. Games made
available were mediocre to say the least. Qix
and Joust were two of the games released.
Earlier they had made their name on the Atari
8-bit. Good games they may have been, but
this was not the way to promote and support
a new console that had to compete with
games like Sonic the Hedgehog on the Game
Gear and Super Mario on Nintendo!

NO FALCON SUPPORT
Next came the announcement of a computer
to equal the might of even the most powerful
of PC home computers, the 32 bit Falcon 030.
Talk about short lived! Although the specifica-
tions of this machine were truly amazing, •
especially in the sound and graphics depart-ments. I never saw an advert on television
anywhere. or a poster in a computer store.
and only very few in ST magazines. Looking in
many computer magazines I saw adverts forsecond hand Falcons for sale because soft-
ware companies were not bringing out the
software promised, and games were practical-
ly non-existent. I have never seen a Falcon in
the shops nor any adverts supplying software.

Another crowd of Atari freaks left in the lurch.
as were their bank accounts.
This has been the case every time. Atari
brings out a new product with great capabili-
ties, and a promise of software support Yet
the software is just a rehash of other formats
that. do not even touch the machines specifi-
cations. In addition, they seem to forget that
to sell they also have to advertise and supply
the demand. acheived by actually having the
computers available and at a reasonable
price. I can remember my dilemma over
buying a second hand Amiga or ST. and
choosing an Amiga because of the vast
amount of games software available. Compar-
ing the sound of an ST soundtrack of a game
like Lemmings to an Amiga version was like
comparing a Spectrum to a synth keyboard or
drum-machine. Where were the sampled
sounds and the FX's? Many games ended up
as just another conversion to the ST which
made the computer kx)k worst, when in fact it
had so much more potential. It still has!
Many times Atari would announce price cuts

or package deals, but by then the damage had
already been done. Atari had a bad name in
the gaming market. Sales went down as did
the number of original companies supporting
the ST until it was no longer profitable.
Almost instantly after the release of the Fal-
con. Atari found they did not have the capac-
ity to produce both the Falcon and their
brand new product. a super console, so pro-
duction of the Falcon ceased. A round of ap-
plause for Atari, after all that effort and those
paying customers!

SUPPORT FORTHE JAGUAR?
In 1993 came the grand announcement of

Atari's first console for years, a super-console
to beat all other consoles, the Jaguar! Packing
a whopping great 64 bits of power, 16 MU of
RAM, and cartridges with ROMs in excess of
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400MB compressed. the Jaguar is tipped to
bring Atari back on-line in the computing
world! If all goes well an add on CD-ROM
drive will be made available in early 1995.
But Atari surprisingly(!) ran into a spot of

bother. They ran out of money! Quite a sur-
prise since they hadn't yet started to adver-
tise, nor had they made Jaguars openly avail-
able in England. In October it was announced
that SEGA had decided to invest in Atari,
producing games for the console. Sounds
great doesn't it? Or does it? Scga themselves
will be trying to push their new 32 bit CD
based Saturn console soon so why would they
help out Atari who have a more powerful
machine? Surely the Jaguars commercial
success would be a threat to SEGA? They
already have a great slice of the computer
industry, something they are not about to
give up in a hurry? SEGA is allowing Atari to
produce many of their winning titles. Rings abell? Conversions of other formats to the
Jaguar, just what happened on the 8-bit and
ST computers.
Since 99% of all SEGA software is program-med for 16 bit machines. it makes no sense to

again 'rehash' these games for a system that
has four times the processing power. and has
far greater sound and graphic capabilities.
For example. a new Atari Formula I racing
title for the Jaguar called 'Chequered Flag'
out-processes even the arcade versions. It
would not be possible to run this game on any
other games machine. Alien vs Predator has
been rated as 'worth buying a Jaguar for'.Games available at the moment include the
acclaimed Tempest 2000 programmed bynone other than Atari Guru Jeff Minter.
At the moment the Jaguar is in a very dodgy
position. Originally priced at £200 including
Cybermorph, a Star Wing clone. it is now
11240. The absence of many games on the
shelves to entice buyers is also a problem.
Some buyers may also be reluctant to take
the chance of buying just in case they will be
let down again by Atari Corp. It's also coining
up to Christmas, the best time to advertise,
yet there are no adverts at all?
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MICRO DISCOUNT
265 Chester Road, Streetly, West Midlands. B74 3EA. England

Tel: 021-353-5730 or FAX: 021-352-1669
DISK SOFTWARE

ARTEFACT E  9.95
BANG BANK E  5.95BATTLE SHIPS E  4.50
HUMANOID E  5.95
INSIDE E  5.95
IMAGINE E  6.95
DALLAS QUEST E 9.95
DARKNESS HOUR E 5.95DARK ABYSS E  5.95
MIECZE VALDGIRA K E 7.95
MIDNIGHT E  6.95
MICROX E  6.95
OBLITROID E  6.95

SEXVERSI E  5.95
SOUND TRACKER E 5.95
SPECIAL FORCES E 6.95
TAGALON E  5.95
TECHNO NINJA E 5.95
THE LASTGUARDIAN E  5.95
THE BRUNDLES E15.00BRUNDLES EDITOR E 7.50
THE CURSE E  6.99
DROP IT (31) TETRIS) E 5,95VICKY E  5.95
MEGA MAG 7 (2 ds)E 4.00

SPECIAL PRICES FOR ZEPPELIN DISKSNOW ONLY E1.95 each
COMING SOON - MENU PRINT
The new disk cataloguing system 'ram David Dawes

ATARI 1020 4 COLOUR PRINTER PLOTTERS E25.00
ATARI TOUCH TABLET & ATARI ARTIST E19.95SOFTWARE
ATARI LIGHT PEN CARTRIDGE SOFTWARE E19.95WIZZIRONICS 256k BOOXL UPGRADE (PART KIT) E10.00MICRO PRINT CENTRONICS INTERFACE E28.00•FOXLINK'. Cables and softwafe that enable
you to transfer tiles between I3-bit and PC or ST.PC KIT E25 - ST KIT E32
720k 31/2" DISK DRIVE INTERFACE (built to ordar,E65.00
T-34 130XE Polish tank battle game £ 5 . 9 5ZONE PATROL The shoot 'ern up game Atarinever released E 4 . 9 5
PRINT LAB XE 1020102gEpson printer ulility disk E6.951029 COLOURED RIBBONS- Black E6.50 - Red, Blue, Yellow E7.50
1050 DRIVE MECHANISMS - Newfunused
factory sealed units direct from Atari USA E25.00(why repair when you can just replace?) e a c h

SPECIAL CI IRISTMAS DEALS ON CARTRIDGE GAMES - PLEASE NONE FOR DETAILS
FULL DETAILS OF ALL THE SPEC/AL. OFFERS IQ ATA-BASE CATALOGUE NO. 15

60 pence for a single copy o . 6 0  postal order) UKfor 12 issues. L'6.00 Europbt10 elsewhere Air

Sounds bad, but the worst is yet to come.

COMPETITION?
The Jaguar is under a great threat from the
computer industry giant, Nintendo who are
preparing to flood the market with what they
are saying is the "worlds first 64-bitmachine". the 'Illtra-64'. If Atari don't act
soon, which is what they are notorious for riot
doing. then the Ultra-64 will unquestionablytake over the market, leaving the Jaguar
without a chance in hell!
With the presence of the 3D0 from Panaso-
nic and, in early 1995, the Sony Playstation,
both 32-bit based CD multimedia machines,
the Jaguar needs to get there first. Atari need
to do something they have never done before.
advertise NOW and advertise on a BIG
SCALE! They need to make the price of the
Jaguar around £210 - £220 and sell the
games for around I;30 SAO pounds. The
40 P a g e  6's New Atari User

CD-ROM Drive needs to sell for around 1.120.
Games need to be written for the machine's
specifications, and if conversions are to bedone, these need to take advantage of these
specifications. The Jaguar breaks new ground
in computer gaming. and so should the
games that are made for it. I would love to seea Flashback or Star Wars type game that took
advantage of the superior graphics capabili-ties.
The Jaguar can display from a massive 16.7
million colours, and has incredible 3D poly-
gon drawing capabilities, as well as it's stereo
CD quality digital sound outputs. With all •
that memory and with the promise of more
when the CD-ROM drive comes out, games
should be out of this world! The Jaguar needs
to be programmed to its full capacity. It's
really not much point in buying a machine
with so many specifications if they aren't to
be used. You might as well buy a 16 bit
machine!
In thc end, it is in Atari's hands. Lets hope

they do it right. after all it is fifth time lucky!

Ikeview134
j us t  when you thought your 8-bit waslacking new software along come

A.N,O. Software with another great
game. T-34. a two player game, Is basically a
'shoot your opponent before he shoots you'
game, with each player controlling a T-34
tank, however this objective can prove far
from easy. With the mountain ranges and
winds to contend with, each move requires a
little thought before making your shot.
T-34 has one of the best loading intros I've
seen in a long while, well worth seeing. Once
the intro has ended the options screen allows
you to select various things including land-
scape, direction, wind, gravity and objects,
though altering the latter seemed to do little
to garncplay for some reason.
The main game screen is split about 50/50
horizontally, the top being the instrumentswhile the bottom is the battle area. Between
these is a prompts line fin English) for letting
you know who's go it is plus sarcastic com-
ments appearing from time to time to suggest
you're taking too long to make a move. The
comments vary, such as 'Are you still alive?'.
*Yeah, shoot him' to my favourite *Basta la
vista babe'. Now I wonder where they got thatline from!
The instrument panel holds Power, for power
behind shell fired, Angle to alter the angle of
the gun turret. Fire to go to the battle sequ-
ence, below is a Flag, which once pressed by

either playerconcedes that
round. To the
right arcicons for
scrolling the
scenery and

•  Thiel T
-
3 4
O Publisher AN.G. Software
0 Supplier: Micro Discount
O Format Disk
O Price; £ 5 . 9 5
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for moving your tank right or left. Before you
alter the angle of your gun or power it's a
good idea to see where your opponent is, as
the only tank in view is the player about to go.
This couldn't be simpler, just click onto the
scenery icon up/down, left/right to see where
he is. Movement is very smooth as the fore-
ground and background scroll at different
rates and a sense of 3-D is given. Now you
have to judge the angle and power needed to
carry your shell to successfully destroy your
opponent.
Once happy with it. clicking on the bomb
icon will remove the instrument panel to re-
veal the whole scenario and after a sampled
firing speech. your shell is launched. The
screen scrolls with your shell, though it is not
always visible depending on the terrain. You
may have to fire up off the screen and wait for
It to drop to see just how lucky you were first
time. A miss can result in a variety of sam-
pled crashes and bangs and will result in the
instrument panel returning and your oppo-
nent having an attempt. A hit can result in
various finishes, the tank being totally wiped
out, bouncing before exploding, or the tank
exploding leaving the driver standing some-
what stunned by the whole situation! On each
hit a score screen is shown from where you
continue or return to options to alter things
slightly. Selecting wind gives a whole new
dimension to the game as your shell may
need more or less power behind it. so as not
to blow yourself up!
I counted four scenarios in total, City, City

Ruins, Moon Surface and Jungle. Each one is
well detailed and colourful including a graffiti
clad wall in the City scene. There are plenty of
sampled sounds and some quite amusing ex-
ploding finishes for the tanks. The only sound
part missing from T-34 is a whistling sound
as your shell falls back to earth, but all the
same this has to be the best two player game
since Megablast.
This review originally appeared in PWAUG Newslet-ter Issue 12.

reviewed by Mark Fenwick
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HENRY'S HOUSE
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reviews has to be Henry's House. I
always used to avoid the 'budget'

games. fearing that budget price meant
budget quality. Fortunately, this assumption
has been proved wrong time after time, but
never more so than with henry's house.
Henry's House was a release from Mastertm-

nic back in 1987. The game stars you as the
central character. Henry. having just taken a
sip of something in your father's laboratory.
This something has resulted in you being
shrunk to only six inches in height! What a
start to the day. To make matters worse.
Henry has got himself stuck in the clothes
cupboard and must find the key. and a wayout to return to normal size.
You control Henry with a joystick plugged
into port one. The routines used for player
and object movement are excellent, with the
animation of Henry and all other objects
absolutely faultless. I sat playing this game
for several hours, and really could not believe
the quality, which surpassed most full price
games in every aspect.
Gameplay takes place in eight different
rooms within your father's castle (your father
just happens to be a King!). Each screen is
extremely well drawn, and shows a sharp
sense of humour. For example. one room to
contend with is the bathroom. Of the many
obstacles to overcome, one of the most diffi-
cult is a gnashing set of teeth. In order to
make things even harder than they already
are. after a short while a huge toothbrush
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moves onto the screen and starts scrubbing
the teeth. There are a great many obstacles to
overcome if you are to beat. the game, includ-
ing flying toast in the kitchen, dangerous toys
In the games room, savage sponges in the
bathroom, and loose birds in the lounge to
name but a few.
The game is extremely well implemented.and has some nice small touches such as well
animated scenes of 'henry walking between
rooms after completing a level, which is
accompanied by a snappy piece of music.
really can't recommend this game enough.
especially when you consider the almost
ludicrous price. Henry's house is Transdisk-
able, XL/XEMENU. standard autoboot read.POLEPOSITION
The cartridge reviewed this issue is Pole Posi-
tion. designed by Namco Ltd,. and manufac-
tured under licence by Atari Inc, I believe Pole
Position will run on any eight bit Atari, and
certainly runs on all XL/XE models.
I doubt that anybody reading this review has
never heard of Pole Position, which was at one
time a smash hit in the arcades. Here, it is

faithfully reproduced on our Atari micros, and
the game is still as good today as it was when
it was first released. I remember my father
parting with nearly thirty pounds for this
game several years ago. The old Atari 800 is
still in the spare room at my parent's home.
along with a 130XE and Pole Position. What
more can I say than Pole Position is still in
use after years and years of service!
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Pole Position, and who do not know
the game in any great detail, here

goes! Pole Position offers you the chance to sit
in the seat of a professional race car driver.
You may start the game by doing a practice
run where you have the entire track to your-
self. This feature allows you to get to know
the track, and the handling of your car. After
a few laps in the practice mode, you will
probably be ready to race.
Before starting the race proper. you must

decide which level of difficulty you require.
The Malibu Grand Prix is the easiest, with the
fewest obstacles to steer clear of. The
Names(!) Speedway is the intermediate
course, and the Atari Grand Prix is the har-
dest course. Information about your presentsituation is shown on screen, with readouts
for top score, your score, time remaining, lap
number, speed, and lap time.
The next stage of the game is a qualifying
lap. You are given 90 seconds in which to
complete the lap. but must complete a lap
within 73 seconds to qualify for the race itself.
Depending on your qualifying lap time, you
will be in one of eight positions on the grid
(Pole Position if you make the qualifying lap in
less than 58 seconds. If you hit another car
during the lap, or if you run off the mad and
hit a sign your car will explode. You receive as
many new cars as necessary, but lose time for
each crash. Time is crucial during the race
Itself as you get 75 seconds to make a lap.
and then get extended play if you complete

the lap within the time allowed.
Your car is controlled by joystick. Forward
accelerates in low gear, and higher speeds are
reached by pulling back on the joystick, put-
ting the car in high gear. The fire button acts
as a brake. Appropriate use of gears and
braking is essential in a successful race. Too
much speed into a bend can cause skidding,
which loses a great deal of speed and time.
Optimum performance is difficult to achieve,
especially when you are speeding into a bend
whilst negotiating a number of other cars.
There are a number of options available to the
player. These include Practice, number of
laps (up to 8). and difficulty. The race can be
restarted with the reset key. and gameplay
paused and resumed by the spacebar.

p ole Position is a very competitivegame, and high scores can be
achieved by the dedicated armchairracer. Points are allocated as follows: 50

points for each five metres travelled, and each
car passed, plus 200 points for each second
left on the clock at the end of the race. Large
bonuses can also be gained by coming in fast
on the qualifying lap (4000 for pole position).
The game is not easy, though it is enjoyablefor all skill levels. However, some hints I can
offer are: make a fast start in qualifying and
In the race, stay on the inside track as much
as possible. and avoid skids.
I always play the game on the easy level,

which I still find quite a challenge. With two
harder levels, I can say with confidence that
there is a good challenge here for all abilities.
Pole Position is an excellent game, well worth
the current five pounds asking price. and no
collection can ever be complete without it. If
you want to make a good investment in a
game that will have lasting appeal. youcouldn't do better than Pole Position.
Finally, as we all hate waiting for games to
load, it is a joy to bung in the cartridge and
get speeding!

reviewed by Mark Stinson
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module for existing users of the
80-column operating system Screen

Aided Management - otherwise known as
SAM. SAM DESIGNER is a drawing package
and, like the SAM extras I reviewed in issue
68. is launched via the Access/Info option on
SAM's main menu.
After loading. you're presented with an

empty workspace and a small pointer that
responds to a joystick or an ST mouse. The
pointer is initially situated in freehand draw-
ing mode - this means you can doodle by
holding down the trigger or mouse button asSEXVERS1
D igitised pictures of unclothed ladies

and the classic board game Reversi (or
Othello as the purists know it). Put

them together and you have SEXVERSI. a
recent offering from Mirage that's certain to
appeal to someone (but who's going to admit
It?). Don't forget kids, ensure your parents
are safely tucked up in bed before reading
further ...
The 'Versc component is a straightforward
version of the traditional game. Two players -
human or computer operated - take turns to
place colour-coded counters onto a grid of 64
squares. A counter may be placed at the endof a horizontal, vertical or diagonal line corn-
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you alter its position. To investigate SAM De-
signer's more absorbing features you should
press the space bar to reveal the pictorialmain menu. The first few icons here enable
selection of alternative drawing modes such
as line, rectangle. spray can, circle and fill.
Most of the drawing tools you'd expect are
included - and a few more besides. For exam-
ple, it's possible to copy any rectangular sec-
tion of a picture and paste it into a new
position. You can also 'swap screens' to undo
a previous action.
SAM Designer incorporates two unique func-
tions. Firstly, you can load text from the SAM
Texter module and place this into a pre-de-
fined rectangle on any drawing. You can in-
clude directives to alter the character style,
size or orientation while the program automa-
tically takes care of word wrap. However. I'm
not convinced this is really necessary since
text can already be inserted by direct. entry. If
desired. you can load an alternative character
set from disk, in the format supported (natu-
rally) by SAM's Character Set Editor. The

prising one or more of the opponent's coun-
ters. but only if there is already a counter
belonging to the current player positioned atthe other end. Assuming there is, all of the
opponent's counters in the line are 'flipped'
and allocated to the current player. Eventual-
ly there are no free squares or no legal moves,
so at this point the game ends. The whining
player Is the owner of the greatest number ofcounters.
So that's the game, but what about the other

bit? The idea is that each time you win a
round a small section of a steamy digitised
photo (there are four poses to choose from) isrevealed, but if you lose then a piece is co-

other unique function also involves character
sets. There's a special type of set in which the
characters are placed together to form icons.
An example provided comprises various sym-
bols for use in designing electronic circuit
diagrams. With perseverance, you could cre-
ate your own selection of specialist symbols.
SAM Designer upholds all of SPdvi's key prin-

ciples: a point and click interface. integration
with other SAM modules and promotion of an
'open architecture. The last point means that
if you are able to comprehend assembly lan-
guage, you can make use of internal systemroutines to enhance the software's functional-
ity - by adding extra printer drivers, for exam-
ple.
SAM owners who feel the urge to draw

should be delighted.
•  Thle; S A M  DESIGNER
O Publisher: Power Per Post
O Supplier: DGS
O Format: Disk
0 Price: .C6.95

vered up instead. If you win enough times,
you get to see the entire picture. An obvious
observation to make is that, much as the
Atari is the best home computer of its era. its
graphical capabilities are not ideally suited to
displaying digitised pictures. The inevitable
low quality result demands a fair amount of
Imagination to fill in the detail - I don't think
the likes of Paul Raymond will be too concer-
ned! The other point to mention is that the
computer player is not very clever and makes
the mistake of playing for maximum short
term gain rather than strategic strength. If
YOU head for the edge squares and go all out
to take the corners, you'll have no problems
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CONTRIBUTIONS
YOUR contributions are the
lifeblood of New Atari User

All of your contributions are
welcome but at the moment

we need more
GAMES LISTINGS
BONUS PROGRAMS

However don't stop sending in
other articles and programs. If
something interests you, youcan be sure it will interest

someone else so write it
up and send it in - NOW!

winning every time. Maybe that's a bonus?
Incidentally, female players who are expect-

ing a toggle option to suit their preference of
viewing material will be disappointed. Enough
said - I'll let you make up your own minds onthis one!

•  Title: SEKVERSI
O Publisher: Mirage
O Supplier: Micro Discount
O Format: Disk
O Price: .C6.95

reviews by Paul Rbcon
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'21TIME
by Ian Fin layson

DAISY-DOT II
AN INTRODUCTION
As we have seen in the last two tutorials.
Textpro is a competent word processor on
which to prepare your masterpiece but once
the creation is complete it Is a bit disappoint-
ing to print it out on that old dot matrix
printer. Everyone seems to have a laser prin-
ter these days and their high quality is no
longer exceptional. The old Courier font defi-
nitely has a historic look.There are two things that you can do to
improve the situation. If you have a couple of
hundred pounds to spare you could buy an
inkjet printer but check that it is compatible
with your Atari - you will probably need toensure that it can emulate an Epson if you
are to avoid difficulties. If your computing
Funds are not at this high level then read on -
Daisy-Dot II could be your answer-
Daisy-Dot II (I will call it DDII from now on!)
is available from Page 6 on disk number
DS#21. Its documentation file starts by
saying "DDII is a complete environment for
printing ncar letter quality text with Epsonand Star compatible printers", and this is a
fair summary. DDII could be called a text
processor (not a word processor) as it takes
the text you have prepared and outputs it to
your printer. The text is printed graphically so
you are not limited to printer fonts. and DDIIcomes with several different fonts that you
can experiment with. The illustration showsthe fonts as they are printed when you use
DDII to print out the DDII documentation. If
this is not enough for you there is a font
editor on the disk so you can modify the fonts
which are supplied or even prepare complete-
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ly new ones.
Playing around trying to create your own

personal font is good Itin, and it certainlyteaches you that font designers are skilled
craftsmen. At first it all seems simple. but the
more you progress the more difficult is be-
comes. Great attention to detail is needed to
make up a good looking font in which all the
letters are legible and consistent with an over-
all style.

PREPARING YOUR TEXT
Before you start DDII you need to have some

text prepared. Use your favourite word pro-
cessor and keep the format simple although
you can apply whichever format you want.
When you have finished save your work and
then prepare a print file. This is done by the
"print to file" option of your word processor.
In Textpro the procedure is as follows:Press ICTRLI and P. The top line of the
screen shows Print File> P. Normally you
would just hit [RETURN) to print, but this
time you must backspace over the P: and
replace it with DI:PRINTFIL.TXr. where DI:
Is the disk drive number and PRINTFILTXr is
the name of the file you are going to use in
DDII.
If you try to use the normal saved file you

will probably hang up your printer because
word processors embed special codes in the
text which printers do not like. At the bet
you will get some odd things happening in
your print out.

If you have an Epson MXIII printer or anolder STAR Gemini printer you will have to
make a setup change to the DDII disk. Just
restart your computer with a DOS disk, re-
move the write protect tab from the DDII disk
and insert in in your drive. Use DOS rename
(option E) to change the file named
EPSON.CNF to EPSON (with no extender) for
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A selection of the standard fonts available from Daisy Dot II-many more fonts are available on extra disks
an Epson MX printer or STARCNF to STAR
for a Star printer. DDII will now know of your
specific printer. For any other Epson compati-
ble printer the disk needs no modification.
Restart your computer with the DDII disk in
place and DDII will boot up automatically. An
opening screen is displayed and then the
Input screens for the overall document for-
mat. If this is the first time you have used
DDII you may wish to print. out the fulldocumentation for future reference. There are
23 pages so make sure that. you have plenty
of paper! Now at the font prompt type ROMAN
and at the filename prompt type DDIIDOC. I -
don't change any of the other settings. Now
press [START] and the first 6 pages of the
documentation will print out. When it is fin-
ished press IT] and type in DDIIDOC,2 and
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[START] for the next part of the documenta-
tion. The last two parts are on side B of thedisk as DDIIDOC.3 and DDIIDOC,4.

SIMPLE USE OF DDII
In printing the documentation you have

already learned how to load a [F]ont and load
and print a [Tlext file. If you remember the
name of the font and file just type them in as
we did above. If not there is help at hand -
Just press the number corresponding to the
disk drive where the file is (usually I or. if you
are using a RAM disk. 8) and a list of files is
displayed for you. Identify the name you want
then press a key to return to the Input screen
and type the name in.
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MORE FEATURES
Now let us look at the other options that are
available for global formatting of your
document
[D] ensity
Four settings are available. 1 is single densi-
ty and gives wide text. 2 is double density -this is the "standard" setting and will be used
most often. 3 is double draft density - similar
to 2. but faster and not such high quality
-good for draft printing. 4 is quadruple densi-
ty which packs the text very tight. It only
gives clear print with the plainer fonts.
p]pacing
Changes the gap between letters, It can be

adjusted between 0 and 20 and defaults to 2.
A setting of 0 means letters just touch while
at the other extreme 20 gives a spacing of
about 1.5 character widths.
IAI lignment
Press IA] to cycle through the options. Text

can be aligned left, right, centre. or justified.
Justified text has extra space added evenly
between words to make left and right margins
straight.
[Ell oldface
Boldface can be set on or off. Bold is

achieved by printing two passes with a very
small line feed in between, so it does slow
printing down quite a bit.
[W]ideSwitches double wide printing on and off.
The effect is similar to single density. but
does not change the space between the
letters.
[R]ight margin
The PR] key cycles through the available right
margin settings. This can be anything from 0to 5 inches In half inch increments. The
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datum is the right edge of 8.5 by 11 (Amer-
ican size) paper which is a bit wider than the
European A4. This is not enough to ruin a
layout. but is worth remembering if you use
true A4 size paper in your printer.
[PI age select
Allows you to print all, odd or even pages.

The odd and even selections allow recto verso
printing where the even pages are printed onthe back of the odd.

Allows the starting and ending pages to be
set when you do not want to print a whole
document-
[Clopies
You can print any number of copies from I
to 99.

EXPERIMENT!
Now you can experiment with different set-

tings for the overall format of your document
But, if you have printed out the documenta
-tion. you may ask how they changed the for-
mat in the middle of the document. This is
done by embedding commands equivalent to
the above into your text file. I will describe
this how this is done in the next issue and
also introduce the font utilities.
In the meanwhile if you use Daisy-Dot and

have any useful tips or specific problems
write and let me know.
Oh! I nearly forgot - when you have finished

with DDII tC1111_]-4 will odt the program. You
don't have to switch off to exit!

Write to Ian Finlayson
at 60 Roundstone Cres-
cent, East Preston, West
Sussex BIV16 11;09

ReviewDARK ABYSS
He'd flown for a
long time. never

Imagining it amid beso far to the constel-
lation of Xanos. The
peaceful, dark and
quiet expanse didn't
betray what was
about to happen. He
pulled the steering
controls sharply. thecraft shuddered but
he didn't possess
enough power to resist the force. Unwillingly
he surrendered, stopped fighting and the
enormous pressure drew him in with unbe-
lievable speed. Then Just as suddenly as it
began, it finished. He found himself in a
s tra
nge
. 
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And on it goes to reveal the story behind the
title, but don't get too drawn in by this un-
usually elaborate explanation. DARK ABYSS,
from the Polish software house Mirage, is
basically a good old fashioned vertical scrol-
ler. In other words, it's another excuse to fly
over enemy territory, dodge through the cun-
ningly assembled defences and shoot down
anything that moves!
The game unfolds over a series of increasing-
ly demanding levels - each unveiling a diffe-
rent combination of fixed obstacles, intermit-
tent laser gates. 'pendulum' forces and other

irritating
•  Title: D A R K  ABYSS problems.
O PubIlsher: Mirage T h e  levels are
O Supplier: s u b d i v i d e d
O Format:

Price:

Micro Discount
Disk into several

rounds, eachO 4 5 . 9 5 Involving a
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single pass of your
Joystick-controlled.
twin-cannon firing
space craft over the
hazardous playlield.
Your task is to prog-
ress without deplet-
ing the energy reser-
ves through contactwith alien matter. If
and when you reach
cosmic peace at the
end of your journey,

there's a short fanfare and you then head
back in the opposite direction. The game isn't
a constant scmller so at least you can tackle
each situation at your own pace. The catch isthat there's a limited time allowance on each
stage.
Graphics are of good quality, although theartwork isn't as intricate as some other exam-

ples of this format. On the negative side, the
variety of obstacle types is fairly limited and
predictable, while your space craft could be
Improved by better animation, However, the
musical effects are very good indeed - there
are different jingles marking milestone events
in the game.
Dark Abyss doesn't exceed the desirability ofcertain 'classic' scrollers I mulct mention in

visual or playability terms, but many of these
golden oldies are now almost impossible to
obtain. Anyone who likes their entertainment
to involve plenty of dodging, shooting and
Intense joystick action will find that Dark
Abyss is much to their taste.

reviewed by Paul Rixon
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DAISY DOT
FOR THE ADVANCED USER
John Bunting has
some useful advice for
using Daisy Dot with
Page 6 Writer, a Ram
disk and Sparta-DOS
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User Group and have read the series in
their newsletter by Max Gerum on TEX-

TPRO and DAISY-DOT III. In it he states that
he is able to load everything into RAMdisk
and work entirely from there making all the
procedures very much quicker. This set-up
appealed to me but I do not have Max's one
meg upgrade. I wrote an article explaining
what I had achieved using my standard
130XE with DAISY-DOT III. PAGE 6 WRITER
and SpartaDOS. This was published in
TWAUG Newsletter Issue 7.
I afterwards realised the same principle
could be applied to the PD DAISY-DOT II and
tried this out with good effect. The two sys-
tems arc very similar so I will start by repeat-
ing the TWALIG article (with apologies to any-one who has already read it) and at the end
explain any differences.
50

MAXIMISINGDAISY-DOT III
I use DAISY-DOT III quite a bit and ever

since I read Max's excellent series on DAISY-
DOTIII and TEXTPRO and the way he is able
to put everything into RAM. I've wanted to beable to do the same. So what's the problem?
The problem is. that Max has a 1 meg up-
grade and I have a standard 130XE and a
single. standard 1050. and with this Govern-ment (Petticoat) and in the current financial
climate (retirement) there is not a snowball's
chance in Hades of my equipment equalling
his
With my limitation on memory it was
obvious that I could not load 1)1)3. TEXTPRO
and a host of fonts into 64K RAM and still
have room to put text in there as well. The
following is an account of my efforts to try toemulate Max using my standard rig.
The only way I could save on memory was to
use a different, more compact, word-proces
-sor - but which? I had recently put SPEEDS-
CRIFT on to tape for the daughter of a friend
who wished to practice her typing and I had
used it to write a foreword to the instructions
regarding cassette use. I was therefore awarethat it was compact, (only 67 sectors long).
surprisingly powerful for its size and not dis-similar to TEXTPRO in its basic functions. so
I loaded it up and quickly discovered two
problems. Pressing <SHIFT-1-> would not en-able the backslash which Is essential for 1)1)3
and there was no facility to recall DOS. I also
knew that PAGE 6 WRITER was very similar
so I loaded that. (Could it be that SPEEDS-
CRIPT Is the parent of both TEXTPRO and P6
WRITER?). Again no backslash but, although
not documented. CONTROL Q gave the choice
of returning to DOS.
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I next tried my favourite. 1st Xlent WP,
copying only the WORDPRO file, without
IIELP screens etc. This does support the
backslash but without Its ancillary files it
would not recall DOS and at almost twice the
length of SPEEDSCRIPT and P6 WRITER was
running the memory banks rather short.
I left the problem for a while then thought
might see if the PRMAC file from DD3 wouldwork with P6 WRITER, but when I reloaded
P6W I found (by accident) that if I first press-ed ESC before the <SHIFT 4-> combination
that the backslash was enabled. This is a
small price to pay for the ability to put the
whole lot into RAM, and even if the result is
much more modest than that described by
Max, it is very usable.
The way I did it was as follows:
I formatted a disk (single density) using

SPARTADOS X32D and copied to it I(D.COM
(to create a RAMdisk), PRCOM from DAISY
DOT III, PAGE 6 WRITER (the AllIDRUN.SYS
file from the boot disk), changing its name to
WRCOM, and three fonts. A STAR1'URI3AT
file was created from the SPARTADOS 'D I :'
screen by typing:COPY E: D I :SIARTURBAT <RETURN>
This gives a blank screen with the cursor at
the top left position. The batch file reads:

RI) D8:
COPY DI:PRCOM 1)8:
COPY DI:WRC OM 1)8:
COPY DI:s.NLQ 1)8:D8:wp

After typing the above, a <CONTROL 3>
writes inter; at the e time.

co- ensure the correct disk
A perhaps more obvious way of producing
the STARTUP BAT would be from the word
Processor and saving it to the disk. This is
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also an easy way to edit the file should it ever
be necessary.
When the disk is booted (with OPTION). the
RAMdisk is created and the PP and WP files
are loaded into RAM along with any fonts with
the .NLQ extender, then the default drive is
changed to 1)8 and WRCOM is loaded from
there (almost instantly). At this stage. withthe three fonts I used, there are 143 free
sectors in the RAIVIdisk.
After typing in your text. SAVE it to 1)8 by
pressing CONTROL L and entering'DS:filenarne.ext'
If CONTROL M is pressed. a DiRectory of D 1

Is shown. If 8 is then pressed a DiRectory ofD8 is shown and this becomes the default
whenever CONTROL M is used.
Pressing CONTROL Q brings 'QUIT TO DOS
Y/N' on the command line. A 'Y' will bring up
the 'D8:•screen. At this point if PP<RETURN>
Is entered (No need for the _COM extender),
then DD3 will load instantly and can be used
to print out your masterpiece.
You may return to the word processor at any

time by pressing CONTROL X to exit DD3 for
DOS and typing WP<RETURN>.
Don't forget when typing text which is to be

printed with DD3. to prefix font changes with
*D8:'. The same applies when naming the
starting font and the file to be printed at thestart screen of DD3.
Using SPARTADOS with 0D3 has a further

bonus: it can be set up for automated print-
ing and works as follows:
If you wish to print a file called 'TEXT using

the font 'POET, then instead of simply typing
'PP' to load 1)1)3, type 'PP POET TEXT and,
providing all three items are available on the
default drive, printing will take place automa-
tically and you will be returned to DOS. This
system can also be set up as a BATCII file
which must be typed as shown (horizontal
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line of print) and called, perhaps TE'XTBAT.
The transfer of this batch file to D8 can be
arranged on the STARTUP. BAT and when it is
required all that is necessary is to type '-
TEXT (don't forget the dash) when the the
DS: screen is on. This procedure can be very
useful if you have to make regular copies of
the same document.
If there are any other duffers like me out

there then I hope this article will be of benefit
and save you the hassle of finding out the
hard way what so many others find so easy.
Ohl and by the way. don't forget to save your
text to a floppy in your eagerness to try this
system - as if anyone would...!
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DOING IT
WITH DAISY DOT II

The set-up for DAISY-DOT II is exactly the
same except that instead of PRCOM use
DDIIPP (on my disk this is the AUTORUNI.SYS
file) and I recommend that the name is
changed to something short - 'DD2.COM'
perhaps - for then all you will have to type toload it is •DD2'. The STARTURBAT file can be
as before but for this one change of filename.
Using DDII, P6W and three fonts there are
265 free sectors on the RAMdisk.
The automated printing feature will not work

with DAISY-DOT Il but everything else seems
line. There is a further bonus for DDII users'.
it requires files to be PRINTed to disk, soPRINT to the RAMdisk but SAVE in the nor-
mal way to floppy; this makes any subse-
quent editing much easier. Note however that
any existing files previously PRINTed to disk
will need to be SAVEd to the RAMdisk as they
have already been formatted once. Page 6's N

fjoi0v
Dot

My own experience is that with this system it
is almost as quick (and certainly much better)
to use DAISY-DOT as to print out straight
from the word-processor.
Whilst mentioning word-processors; PAGE 6
WRITER may lack a small amount of the
sophistication of the more expensive versionsbut it has more than is required for this
application as most of the commands are gen-erated for the print-processor.
The default margins on PAGE 6 WRITER are
both 5 whereas DDII sets the right margin to
70 (or 10 from the right). It does not secrn to
matter however as DDII does not take up the
full page width. The default page length onPAGE 6 WRITER is 69 (A4) so if you use 11
.paper you will need to to reset this to 66 atthe start of your text by typing <SELECT
-
p>
which gives an inverse lower case 'p", followed
BY 66.
My thanks to Bill Jackson up in Scotland for

his assistance on another RAMdisk matter
which led eventually to the birth of this idea.
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AVAILABILITY
DAISY-DOT" is in the Page 6 Library.
PAGE 6 WRITER, written by Phil Cardwell was
originally published as a type-in program in
issue 50 of New Atari User; it was also on the
Issue 50 disk Both the disk and back-issue
magazine are available from Page 6 at theusual address. •

The Accessory Shop
ISSUE 69

CLASSICS FOR CHRISTMAS
We have secured a small stock of some of the true classics in timefor Christmas, This could be the last chance to complete your

collection or buy a couple for the kids' stockings
ASTEROIDS

Asteroids surround you! Use
your photon cannon to defend
your spacecraft from a field ofasteroids which become progres-
sively smaller, swifter and moredangerous. Watch out for enemysaucers too! For 1 to 4 players

ROM CARTRIDGEOUR PRICE E5.00
LIMITED STOCKS

MILLIPEDE
Creepy crawly bugs like iurrping spid-
ers, buzzirm; bees, bouncing beetles,
mosqutoes, dragonflies, inch wpm
.
%
and earwigs have invaded your line
garden patch arid you have to Nast
last to gel rid at them! Fast action
geaphics and groat sound Use yourTrak-Ball tor even greater play power.

ROM CARTRIDGE
OUR PRICE t5•00

LIMITED STOCKS

PLASTRON
We have discovered a verysmall quantity ol this well re-spected game on disk Take
the chance now while you can,they will all be gone by thenext issue.

DISK
OUR PRICE E3.95

LIMITED STOCKS

DEFENDER
An all-woe classic from the arcades
Alens have swarmed over your planet
zoterroting to capture humanoids andtransform them into destructive
mutants Fortunately you commandOedonder, the most deadly spaceshp
ever. Keep an eye on the radar for the
next attack wave I  or 2 players.

ROM CARTRDIGE
OUR PRICE E5.00

LIMITED STOCKS

KABOOM
The Mad Bomber is back and
intent on blasting you to kingdomCome unless you Can get yourDockets of water out in time tocatch and diffuse the bombs.
One of the simplest concepts yet
highly entertaining, especially forthe kids.

ROM CARTRDIGE
OUR PRICE E3-95

LIMITED STOCKS

TENNIS
Forehands and backhands, drivinges)Proach shots, angled volleys, over-
head smashes and tricky lobs you'vegot all the strokes in Tennis! Here'sthe action packed game that chal-lenges you to play at your best Play
singles against the computer oranother player or doubles againstanother player
. ROM CARTRIDGE
OUR PRICE E5.00

LIMITED STOCKS

GALAXIAN
Swarms of Drones, Emissaries and
Hornets lead the way in attack and
protect the Commanders who guide
the tome Your only hope is to blast
them out of the sky belore theydestroy you True classic excite-ment that can still give you sweaty
palms. 10 skill levels.

ROM CARTRIDGE
OUR PRICE E5.00

LIMITED STOCKS

MUSIC PAINTER
An exciting educational program thatheips to teach music by using colours
instead cd notes. Change the fifteen
supplied songs to feature drflerent in-
struments, make the notes longer or
shorter or transcite your own songs
No musical knowledge required to
make your own great music.

DISK ONLY
OUR PRICE E4.95

LIMITED STOCKS

1 0-PRINT
Owners ot the 1029 printer lust haveto have this superb ally that enablesprogram !stings to be printed out withall the control characters gust as yousee el New Atari User) as well asprinting in any choice of tont Full in-structions are included tor you to printout your letters and other documentsin any font you choose

DISK ONLY
OUR PRICE E4.95

PAGE 6 EXCLUSIVE
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ROM CARTRIDGES
All brand new in originaL boxes, mostly shrink wrapped

ONE ON ONE
Play basketball with two of Amersca's lop players in thisgreat sports simulation %Mich features realistic offensiveand oefensive moves, fatigue !actors, hot streaks, a shot
clock, even instant replay arid a shattering backboard'
Like the game of basketball itself, One-on-One rewards
you for playing with your head as well as your hands.Master the joystick moves, sharpen your liming and
hone your reflexes Jumpl Shootl Score!OUR PRICE E6.00•
BALLBLAZER
The year is 3097 and you are the contestant in Me mostcompetitive and by tar the most popular sport in theuniverse. Jump immediately into need-to-head action
against a Mend or hone your skills against a selection ofDroids Either way, you're in for the match of the cen-
tury! Excellent graphics and split screen action havemade this one ot the Atari classicsOUR PRICE E6_00
US FOOTBALL
American Football is a big craze in this country and you
can now play at home Outs mall the delence. pass with
amazing accuracy, run with speed and agility, maketackles, select offensive and defensive plays arid moreYou can take on the computer in a practice game or
challenge a Mend to a dramatic odeo bowl game of
your own in a packed stadium. All the iriIis of thegndiron OUR PRICE E6.00
SUPER BREAKOUT
Breakout was the original simple yet totally addictive
game and this enhanced version will provide even moreaddictive tun Needs paddlesOUR PRICE E3.95

FIGHT NIGHT
Fight Night brings y0u all the thrills of the boxing ring asyou face five of the most brutal lighters ever Ms liveseparate battles are total war with relentless action. The
Boxing Constructor Set allows you and your opponent tocreate your oven parted boxers, selecting stamina. intel-lect and style Train, spar and step into the ring to pit
your perfect Doxer against the computer or anotheropponent. OUR PRICE E6.00
POLE POSITION

Everyone has heard of Pole Position, the racing gamethat inspired almost every racing game since It may be
the original and Some other games may have addedfeatures but Poie Position still retains its challenge after
many years. One ot those games that has exactly the
nght balance of game play and graphics to make il a
Idassie that will last forever. It it is not in your collectionmake amends now! OUR PRICE E5.00
HARDBALL
All the thrills of American baseball can be yours on asummer afternoon in the ballparK. Sit behind home
plate, along the left held line, down the right field line or
join the manager in the dugout Look over the pitchersshoulder as he throws the next ball You control all theaction of the batsmen, pitchers and fielders as you try
and battle your way to the lop of the league An exerting
game for one or two pAayersOUR PRICE E6.00
BASIC CARTRIDGE
Some programs, especially some early public domain
programs wont run on the XL /XE but they will it you
plug in Me old version at BasicOUR PRICE E2.95

DISKS
SILICON DREAMS
Taking the role of Kim Kimberley you are a leading
participant in the cotonisation of Eden, a planet
prepared for human habitation by an advance guard
of intelligent robots who battle with the native and
highly aggressive fauna. In this highly structuredand realistic environment you must move your mind
into the twenty-third century, Silicon Dreams is three
excellent graphics adventures - SNOWBALL. RE-TURN TO EDEN and THE WORM IN PARADISE
from the masters, Level 9OUR PRICE E5.00

ZORK 1
The Infocom classic and the adventure game that
changed the way all future adventures were written.The Great Underground Empire of Zork is well docu-
mented by now and thousands of players havebecome addicts graduating to Infocom's more diffi-cult adventures. Zork I is the ideal introductory leveladventure for beginners or those with a little experi-
ence. If you have never ventured underground be-fore now is the time to try. it's never been cheaper
to expand your universe! Classic original Infocom
packaging with excellent manual and a map.OUR PRICE E2.95
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DISKS DISKS
PANZER GRENADIERS
In the exerting solitaire wargarne you make the deci-
sions tor a regiment of the elite armoured infantryattached to the Panzer Grenadiers. Your forces also
include mortar, artillery, Panzer IV, Panther and Tiger
units The Russian enemy is directed by the computerwhich will fiercely challenge you with its own comple-
ment of infantry, tanks and anti-tank guns. Three levelsof difficulty, joystick control hi-res graphics.OUR PRICE E5.00
LANCELOT
Level 9 recreate the time al wizards and the Knights of
the Round Table in a three part adventure spanning thecomp/cite saga of the quasi for the Holy Grail Superblyresearched and superbly written this text adventure is
full of atmosphere and highly recommendedOUR PRICE E5-00
RAMPAGE
Its rough and tumble all the way as you control threeincredibly nasty characters which bear a remarkable
resemblance to King Kong. Godzilla and Walt-manthrough an orgy of destruction in Chicago, New York
and San Francisco You have 150 days of destruction in50 different cities Time for some revenge!OUR PRICE E3.95
THE E FACTOR
The E factor represents the amount of time the energysc'tjrces on the planets in our galaxy will last Many
planets need emergency fuel capsules delivered if theyare to survive. You must plot the interplanetary courseand guide your craft through the quadrants tilled with
obstacles such as space mines, alien fighters arid spin-
ning asteroids. Can you complete a mission beforeanother planet calls on your services
, OUR PRICE E3.00
DRUID
Another classic in vetch, as Last of the Great Druids,
you wander through the Dungeons of Acamantor with
your mighty Golem by your side on a quest to destroythe tour demon princes As you delve deeper into the
dungeons you will find chests containing spells of for-
midable power to aid you and Pentograms of Lite welchwill heal and revitalise you. Excellent graphics and su-
Pert gamepiay make this one of the best arcade games.OUR PRICE E3.95
GAUNTLET THE DEEPER DUNGEONS
If you have the original Gauntlet disk then you willknow how good the game is and will want to extendplay with the Deeper Dungeons. Over 500 new
dungeons are here tor you to explore This is the wayto revive your interest in Gauntlet and play on for manyMore hours or daysl This is a data disk only andrequires the original  Gauntlet diskOUR PRICE E2.95
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NEW YORK CITY
Welcome to Trio Big Apple This hurried jungle of steel,
concrete and glass bristles with fascinating sights and
more than its share of danger. From the placid greeneryal Central Park, there is no city in the world like NewYork. and boy are you about to find that ouil As avisiting tourist you only have a limited time to see all the
sights, but New York Coy has a little more excitement, a
Irate more danger in store than a mere sightseeing trip tothe zoo!

OUR PRICE E3.95
BALLBLAZER
The year is 3097 and you are the contestant in the mostcompetitive and by far the most popular sport in the
universe Jump immediately into head
-
to
-
head a c t i o n

against a friend or hone your skills against a selection ofDroids Either way, you're in tor the match of the cen-tury! Excellent graphics and split screen action havemade this one of the Atari classics
OUR PRICE E3.95

JUNO FIRST
A Iasi and furious space shoot 'en) up translated from
Konarrins early arcade machine of the same name.
Dozens of alien craft will attack from all sides and youmust be quick to blast them away and earn your
bonuses If you feel that you are going to die thee youcan take the last resort and warp away through akaleidoscope of colour. Similar to invaders, this last
shoot 'em up will appeal to any arcade game fanaticOUR PRICE E3.95
BLUE MAX
Everyone must have heard of this World War Two 3-0
flying game. We no longer have the ROM cartridge but
the classic can be yours on disk dirt cheap'OUR PRICE E2.95
JUGGLES RAINBOW
A first computer experience for &Skeen aged 3 to 6that toadies the concepts of above, below, left and
nght plus letter recognition
allowing children lo enjoy learning with colours arid
music and games they can create and play themselvesOUR PRICE E2.95
THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS
Control James Bond through eight fast and furious
levels from Gibraltar to Afghanistan arid you will encoun-ter the SAS (friendly). lhe KGB (not so hardly) andenemy helicopters (very unfriendly!). Your are upagainst Brad Whittaker, international arms dealer and
megalomanrac, Necros. his ruthless sidekick killer and
Koshkov, the double dealing KGB General. You may fallin love with the beautiful Czech cellist Kara, but can youtrust her?

OUR PRICE E2.95
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CASSETTES at just 95p each!
180
A great darts challenge Eight oppo-nents. digitised speech, two player otai
bore lee joystick control, lull matclealay
souring, a sense of humour. superb

BOMB FUSION
A terrorist gang has planted bombs
throughout the Sellersoale Nuclear Pro-
cessing Plant and you have to go inand save the plant and possbly theNorthern Hernephere from destruction
CRYSTAL RAIDER
Fifty fiendish teal patterns to be solved!Hours at mind and eiy
-
s tice 
t e n d i n g  
e n -

tertainment lot those who like their
games to infuriate the parts other soft-ware cannot reach! Not a garnet more a
series of logic problems to tax you
DESPATCH RIDER
Join the growing bano of street demonswho terrify the population of the big
cites to get the parcels through. Planyour moves to make some money, butdon't take too long time is always
short Gan an instant macho rating andbe a despatch rider with this simulation
FEUD
To win at Feud you most *out-spier
your rival Wizard Leanonc In Kieleesherb garden you will find the ingredientslot your spelt but tread carelufy asstrange things can happen in this gameof magic and mystery
FOOTBALL MANAGER
Features ineude Transler Market
- l u l lLeague tables; injures; save gameFacility, promotion and relegation, FACup matches, managerial rating, 4 die-s ens; as many seasons and you like
pick your learn for each match andseven sell levels
GHOSTBUSTERS
Has anytece seen a ghost'? Matter of
fact yes they have Al this very momenthundreds of ghosts are making their
way to the infamous spook central
Only you can save the world from adisaster of 'ablest/ proportions.
G U N  L A W
Four months of bloody alien attackshave taken their loll - al the surviving
inhabitants have fled and arson attackshave been made on your weapon
Stores. You are lell to fightt alone
against ruthless and bloodthirsty idlerswith est a single machine gun
HENRY'S HOUSE
Lille Henry has shrunk_ He must navi-
gate his way through the royal house-hold to lind the cure. Avoiding all the
obstacles in his path, from terrible
toothbrushes, through pestiferous par-rots and diets chasing chicMies, to a
final encounter with the vicious vampire!

INVASION
Mobilize your units are prepare for bat-tle. This all action specie conflict re-
quires skill, strategy and tactics Youmust destroy the weather control stationin order to win the battle but every
move you make the enemy will counterand they re waning lot you to slip up
KIKSTART
The ultimate off-road motorbike scram-
ble simulator Guide your rider carefullyover the obstacles in this all actionsimulator for 1 player against the com-
puter or 2 players against each other aswell as the clock
KNOCKOUT BOXING
Challenge for the Heavyweight Cham-
pionship of the World by boxing yourway past nine progress wely more skit ulopponents. You will need speed andskill to chewer stomach punches, points
scoring head jabs or deadly upper cutsYI:kit ITIU.S1 keep your guard up or thereferee will count you Out
LOS ANGELES SWAT
Rescue the hostages from lee terrorist
gangs holding out in West LA. Cleanup the streets. Blow away the bad guysand be a hero on network TV I Fail and
you won't be coming back to watch itAll action loystek bending combat lotthose with the skill to survive'
MILK RACE
Cycling I eere miles is no mean feat -and you could end up feeling prettyexhausted by the lime you've linothed
playing the supert race simulation de-signed with the Mil( Race in mind
NINJA

lasts- the belt oil all other martial arts
games! Thai's all it says on the inlay'-Someone sure reckons this is the best
punching. kicking. ducking and diving
game around
ON CUE
A Challenging real Me simulation whichcombines Pool and Snooker on the
seine cassette An absolute must lotboth enthusiasts arid beginners alike II
you have ever wanted lobe at theCructle now s your chance
PANTHER
Save the last humans on Xenon belorethe alien hordes turn them into Sunday
roast' Take your ground Stack ship
through this 30 scrolling mega shoot-em-up with great graphics and unbe-loev
-
able 
s o
u n
d t
r a
c k

PENGON
Can you save Penguin Wile trom theterocious mutant sea lions? Stun them
by knocking there against the walls orcrush them to a horritying death with
shding ice blocks High speed arcadeaction game, great graphics and music.

PLASTRON
Take your place in a small band of
pirates out to steal lossil fuels from thebiggest corporation in the galaxy Youmist guide your shuttle craft along thesurface of the planet Plastron to collectas much Wel as you can from the
heavily defended mine zones and thenrendezvous with the supply tank
PROTECTOR
Assigned to Fort Recker, the US ArmyHelicopter Training School your aim isto become the best chopper pilot thisside of the Iron curtain. Your missionconsists of a strategic battle of wits
between yourself and either another
pilot or a computer controlled RPV
ROGUE
Yoe are the ROGUE. Your mission is to
search the Dungeons of Doom tor theAmulet of Vendor In the dungeons you
wil find mare things to aid the quest forthe Amulet You will also encounter
fearsome monsters and fiendish !rapethat wil challenge all your skills
REVENGE II
The Mutated 90 loot high, laser spittingdeath camels have rebelled against
their captors the Zzyaxians and are outIon revenge! Al action, hope graphicalshool-erreup tram Jett Minter
ROCKFORD
The only true arcade version of the
*lassie game Boviderdash There arefour 'levee on each of five daterentworlds with lour screens on each level.
It all adds up to eighty totally chtterent
playing screens
SIDEWINDER II
It is 27 years since the teal battle of thewar with the aliens 27 years of peace
have reigned in the Western Spiral Armof the Galaxy Alt this is about to
Change. Step aboard your craft and pre-
pare to delete, mankind in this all actionspace blast •.SPEED HAWK
A smoothly scrolling arcade game
which you must derived the ring worlds
at your solar system from space pi-rates You alone cart pilot the single
seater lighter to undertake the task of
destroying the mutant guardian thatprotects the need of pirate ships
SPEED ZONE
Enter the Speedzone in a frantic de-
fence against marauding alien forcee. Asurvey ship seal into the area comesunder attack. As an enemy vessel
draws closer your "STARFIRE• classattack craft is launched

MORE 95p CASSETTES
ON THE NEXT PAGE far
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CASSETTES • • •
SILICON DREAMS
Taking the role of Kim Kimberley
you are a leaaing participant in the
colonisalon of Eden, a planet pre-
pared for human habitation by an
advance guard of intelligent robots
who battle with the native and highly
aggressive fauna In this highlystructured and realistic environment
you must move your mind onto the
twentyilhird century. Silicon Dreams
's three excellent graphics acivenotures - SNOWBALL RETURN TO
EDGN and THE WORM IN PARA-
DISE from the masters, Level 9
OUR PRICE E5.00

DECISION IN THE
DESERT

Take command at the Bartle of El
Alamein New can lead either side in
Ibis accurate simulation from the
creators of F-15 Strike EagleOUR PRICE E5.00
LANCELOT
Love 9 recreate the lime of wizards
and the Knights of the Round Table
in a three part adventure spanning
the complete saga of the quest for
the Holy Grail. Superbly researched
and superbly written this text adven-
ture is lull Of atmosphere and highlyrecommended
OUR PRICE E5.00

AZTEC CHALLENGE
At the ancient Mexican pyramid of
Tenochtitlan the Aztec gods havedemanded a human sacrifice. You
are one of the chosen! Your only
hope of escape is to survive a
senes 01 tests in which your agility
and stamina are pushed to the
limits Over the centuries your race
has developed amazing abilities in
running, jumping arid leaping - your
only chance of surviving the epic
Aztec challengeOUR PRICE E1.95

BATTALION
COMMANDER
An exciting real-time tactical gamewith you as lieutenant colonel in
charge of an entire armoured batta-lion. Choose from five dtiferent sce-
narios from a training mission
against a Soviet tank battalion to
lough assignments against the
Chinese You can adjust The relative
strengths of your forces and the
opposition and choose from 40 dotte-
rent terrain maps and five differentscenarios.OUR PRICE E2-95
CROSSFIRE
You are alone in a deserted city
surrounded by aliens who shoot las-
ers from every direction. Your move-
ments are confined but you haven
given up If you are to survive you'llhave 10 concentrate on where the
shots are coming from otherwise
you'll be caught in the CROSSFIRE
One of those fairly simple yet highly
addictive gamesOUR PRICE £1.95

COLOSSUS CHESS 4
Claims to be the best chess prog-
ram of all. The writers of Sargon
would disagree, but there is nodoubt this is a fine chess simulation
particularly for advanced playersOUR PRICE E2.95

A COUPLE MORE DISKS
NIBBLER
Slinking through an unknown landNibbler Inds himself in art indescent
world of constant change As lime
grows short his body grows longer
and he nsks running into himselfCan he survive?OUR PRICE C1.00
MAXWELL'S DEMON
A simple yet challenging puzzle
game which will get you totally
addicted In tact two games in onefor double the tunOUR PRICE E1.00

MORE 95 p CASSETTES
STAR RAIDERS
Battle against the the Zylon emere inyour star shod in what is predably themost famous computer game ever The
lull version of the classic game is nowavailable on cassette complete with full
instructions Can you afford to be with-out the program that people bought anAtari for?
MR DIG
An old favourite in which Mr Dig has todog for hidden food sepples ma the
'Meanie' territory below ground. As hedigs he can eat cherries or crush theMeanies with apples Special treats
earn extra points and a Magic PowerOrb can kil all the Meanies
TAIL OF BETA LYRAE
Our A-Z of Alan Software series saysThe ultimate 'Scramble clone with su-
perb graphics and muse • A great hon-zontal scroller

TWILIGHT WORLD
Enter the Twilight World Equipped withthe latest on anti-gravity pods and Laser
weaponry, battle your way through eachOf the eleven dungeons defeating their
fiendishly devious inhabitants along theway A game leen Alan themselves'
UNIVERSAL HERO
Only seven seconds left to save theplanet! Universal Hero has to save his
skin and everybody ektie'S by findingbits to repair a shuttle to get to a planetto pick up the spares to mend a spacefreighter which is out of control andabout to blow hen and his Chances of
getting back to earth to atoms.

YES, THEY'RE
REALLY ONLY

95p EACH!
ORDER ITEMS FROM THE ACCESSORY SHOP WITH THE ORDER FORMENCLOSED WITH THIS ISSUE OR WRITE TO

PAGE 6, P.O. BOX 54, STAFFORD, ST16 1DR
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED ON 01785 2139,28 USING ACCESS OR VISA
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ST PUBLIC DOMAIN

DEMOS!DEMOS!DEMOS!
Having examined utili-

ties. applications. educa-tion and games in the first
four instalments of STPublic Domain Roundup
thought it was about timeturned to that category of
software known simply asthe demo. The ST is
blessed with many. many
quality demos written by
gifted programmers whocould have easily utilized
their talents to produce
other forms of software.I have chosen to examine
five of the many impress-ive demos available from
the Page 6 ST Library,
They range from earlyclassics to the latest
Mega-demos.
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byStuart
Murray

OUNDUP

21 TODAY!
As far back as disk ST21

you'll find some top qualitydemo software. SHINY
BUBBLES shows four
bubbles floating over a scroll-
ing landscape of "ATARI"words. The bubbles smoothly
weave in and out of each
other at rapid speed. Switch
off the title screen (which is
superimposed over the bub-
bles) and the pace increases
even more. The 1-9 keys can
be used to control the speed:
with 0 acting as a freeze
frame. Settings 1-3 arc very
fast indeed! If you look close-
ly at the bubbles you'll see
that thcy reflect the scrolling
landscape. and even the sha-
dows they are creating!
The smooth scrolling. Im-
pressive speed and hypnotic
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effect of the bubbles make
this a classic ST demo which
has stood the test of time.

SPECTACULAR
SCI-FI

CYBERSCAPE (1MB re-
quired) is a computer-gener-
ated sequence similar to
those appearing today at
theme-parks all over the
world. Created with Antic's
Cyber Studio it is a mini-
movie which shows the
travels of a humble 3.5
- d i s k .Some atmospheric music and
a brief title sequence create a
good build-up to Cyberscape.
Suddenly a standard 3.5"
disk appears on a grid and
transforms into a 3D space-
craft. The disk takes off and

4
1

!

flies over a 3D landscape
until it reaches a huge
"ATARI
-
. 
T h e  
l e t
t e r  
" I
"  
t r
a n
s -

forms into an upturned ST
and the disk travels into the
disk drive. The scene then
switches to inside the ST and
the disk 'docks' with the inte-
grated circuit. It boosts the
whole circuit and before you
know it the screen is pulsat-
ing in glorious colour.
You really have to experi-
ence Cyberscape yourself to
appreciate its full effect. The
entire sequence is perhaps a
little short, lasting only 120
seconds, but what there is of
it is very impressive! Definite-
ly one for fans of sci-fil

INTO THE
1990'S...

SUMMONING OF THE
SPAWN is a fine example of
a standard-type graphics
demo. The whole program isbased around an arcade
game in which you guide a
spacecraft through a series of
tunnels. The graphics and
sound are as good as many
budget commercial games.
Look closely and you'll see
eyeballs blinking at you and
tongues appearing from the
tunnel walls. You fly around
a number of screens looking
for a sign pointing towards a
demo. Find one and you've
found a part of Summoningof the Spawn.
I found eight parts in all. In

these you'll find most of the

standard characteristics of a
good graphics demo: im-
pressive artwork, long scroll-
ing messages, great music.
graphic equalizers, pulsating
colours, etc.. etc. If you're a
demo freak, you'll like Sum-
moning of the Spawn. The
scmllers will take you hours
to read (I liked the story of
the battle with a possessed
bed). The music has been
hacked from a variety of
sources. The Mega Music
Screen includes the excellent
tune from Turrican and the
Assault on Precinct 13 music
from Xenon 2,
There's nothing original

about Summoning of the
Spawn. It is simply a very
good example of what demos
are all about. Watch your
eyes don't go square readingthose semilers!

WOT A DEMO!
After experiencing Summon-

ing of the Spawn you'll be
ready for what can only be
described as one of the best
demos on the ST. 00H
CRIICEY WCrT A SCOR-
CHER begins with a beauti-
ful title screen showing a de-sert island. The artwork has
a wonderful gritty look to it
which gives the overall
appearance of a commercial
title screen. Next up is a
swirling starfield and some
atmospheric digitized music
(which just cries out to be
plugged into your sound sys-
tem). Text then comes flying
at you in a colourful candy--
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type font. From here youmove onto the Fractal Main
Menu, This is where the fun
begins. Just like in Summon-
ing of the Spawn, you enter
each part of 0oh Crikey %Vat
a Scorcher by playing a game
and looking for entrances to
the various parts. The con-
cept may be similar but Cioh
Crikey Wot a Scorcher lifts it
onto a new plateau.The Fractal Main Menu is
presented as the cockpit to afuturistic aircraft. The bot-
tom quarter of the screen
shows. in impressive detail,
your altitude, speed. scan-tier, distance from next
target. message bar, etc. The
rest of the screen shows a
cockpit view from just behind
your aircraft. It surveys a
panoramic landscape ofmountains and rivers drawn
in solid colour vectors. You
pilot your aircraft by joystick
or keyboard. The speed and
altitude can be easily control-
led and before you know it
you'll find yourself zooming
over the 3D landscape. The
scrolling is very smooth and
gives you the impression that
you are playing a quality
commercial game. lilt Enter
and you activate Turbo Mode
- very fast! The objective is to
seek and locate landing pads
to the various parts of the
demo. These are gold and
grey rectangles which are
strategically placed through-
out the landscape.
Check your scanner at all

times because it's not only
the mountains you have to
look out for - there are also
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some high walls and struc-
tures which can prove to be
very dangerous. Hit a moun-tain or wall and your ship
explodes into tiny pieces. You
then see yourself spinning
through thc air and bouncing
on the ground. Great stuff!
After your ship explodes you
return to the previous land-
ing pad. Once your have lo-cated a landing pad you must
slow down and land on it
Press your button and you
enter a part of the demo.There are seven parts and an
expansion module for any fu-ture releases.
Each part is of supreme

quality with humour used to
good effect. For instance, the
first part is "Go Ahead Make
My Bed (The Lost BoysChainsaw Massacrel". Bloody
and most entertaining! The
second part is titled in Ger-
man (I just call it ''Zonk"). It
Is an amazing music video to
a techno soundtrack. The im-
ages come at you fast and
furiously!
All seven parts are excellent!
Look out for "Your Mind is
my Ashtray" which features a
large multi-colour scrollerwhich comes at you from all
directions spinning each in-
dividual letter. Watch you
don't hurt your neck reading
this one! The title screens to
each part are superbly drawn
- I especially liked thecloaked robot in "A Brief His-
tory of Time".The music is wonderful
throughout! It has atmos-
phere, pace and intensity.There are scrollers. meteors,
60

waveforms, balls, bubbles,
cylinders. starfields, etc, etc.
All arc programmed to a very
high quality.
0oh Crikey Wot a Scorcher

is exactly that!

THINGS NOT
TO DO!

If you're looking for a demowith a difference then check
out THINGS NOT TO
DO! It features eight silly
animations warning you of.
yes. you guessed it thingsnot to do.
The intro sequence is excel-
lent- Colourful text. starlields
and digitized music create a
real movie-type feel to the
demo. The eight animations
are very funny - if you like
violent, alternative humour!
They begin on the mild side
with a warning not to try and
break too many karate slates
when using your head. The
character hits his head on a
pile of slates. breaks half ofthem and then collapses with

blood gushing from his head.
Soon you'll find yourself
being warned "DO not let
someone assassinate you...
because it hurts!" A target
Wings its way across thescreen, locks on to you and...
splat tThis demo is definitely not
for the Conservative computer
user! In it you'll see machine
guns and chainsaws alongwith lots of blood. I found
this cartoon-type violence to
be refreshing and fun to
watch. In between each ani-
mation you take a trip back
into the main demo. There
are credits. scrollers. mes-
sages. contact addresses, etc.
presented with 3D starfields.beautiful fonts and some su-
perb music!
Things Not to Do! smoothly
cruises along with each
change in the action timed to
perfection. It looks so good
that you could be forgiven for
thinking it was an animation
feature on late-night televi-
sion.
Gory fun with slick presen-

tation. Channel 4 would be
proud of this one!

ROUNDUP RATINGS:
5T601 Coh Crikey Wot a ScorcherST569 Things Not to DoST4139 Cyberscope (1MB)ST21 Shiny BubblesST566 Summoning of the Spawn

- 92%- 85%- 7,1%- 72%- 71%
All disks are available from the PAGE 6 ST Library

- check the latest catalogue or updates or phone
0785 213928 forfurther information
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with John S Davison
MIDI Basics
Synchronisation
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into MIDI - I just hope you're all still with
me. We ended last time by discussing

how System Real Time messages allow several
sequencers to be synchronised together using
the idea of timing clocks and master and
slave devices. I also mentioned the MIDI Song
Position Pointer, but didn't explain its pur-
pose. so let's kick off with this topic now.
The Song Position Pointer (SPP) belongs to

yet another class of MIDI messages, this time
known as System Common. Other messages
In the class include such items as Song Select
for choosing between multiple songs held in
the instrument; and Tune Request for in-
structing instruments to tune themselves to
their reference frequencies (no longer neces-
sary on modern digital instruments), but we
needn't concern ourselves further with these.
SPPs are used for setting a starting point
anywhere within a song. which doesn't sound
much of a deal until you know the context inwhich it's used.
Imagine you have a sequencer running on an

ST driving an attached synthesiser and aseparate drum machine. The drum machine
also has a built-in sequencer on which the
song's drum track has been built, so you setUp the ST as the master and the drum
machine as the slave so the two will run in
Perfect synchronisation when you start the
ST's sequencer, This is fine if you only ever
need to start from the beginning of the song,
or perhaps pause part way through then sub-
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sequentty continue on from that point But
what happens if you need to rehearse a given
section of the song. say 8 bars of the second
chorus? You'll find you not only have to posi-
tion the STs sequencer to the required point
in the song, but also do the same for the
drum machine's sequencer. This gets very
tedious and error prone after you've done it a
few times, and the tedium increases exponen-
tially as you add more slaved devices into the
system. What's needed is some form of posi-tional information recorded within the MIDI
message stream, which can be broadcast by
the master to tell all the slaves exactly what
point in the song has been reached so they
can all line themselves up on the same posi-
tion. And that's exactly what SPP provides.

MIDI BEAT
Every sixth pulse of the MIDI clock is calleda MIDI Beat, and each beat has an SPP mes-

sage associated with it. Each message is
numbered consecutively upwards from zero.
using its two data bytes as a counter to hold
values from 0-16.383. These appear at regu-
lar six clock pulse intervals throughout the
song, so as the song plays it continually
sends out positional information on where it's
got to. If you now stop the master and reposi-
tion the sequencer to another part of the song
the new position information is broadcast and
the slaves automatically reposition to the
same point. When you tell the master to con-
tinue again the slaves all start playing from
the correct place - untouched by human
hand! There's one small snag though. Not all
MIDI kit can handle SPPs. and those that do
sometimes handle them In slightly different
ways, so if this feature is important to youmake sure the MIDI software and hardware
you buy can support it and in the way you
expect
Most serious MIDI users also have a tape

recorder somewhere in their setup, so theycan record their creations onto cassette for
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.ease of distribution to friends, and dare I say

It. even to people willing to pay MONEY for
the music. Often this will be a multi-track
recorder having four tracks or more, to allow
acoustic instrument or vocal sounds to be
added to the electronically synthesised mate-
rial. Such recorders were once only found in
professional recording studios, but versions
using cassette tape can now be bought new
from about £200. For
this price you also geta built-in mixing con-
sole, admittedly very
basic, but with
enough facilities to
allow you to do sim-
ple mixes of thematerial recorded on
the four tracks.
The simplest way of
using equipment of
this type usually in-volves building up
backing tracks using only MIDI and the
synthesisers, then recording the results ontoone or more tape tracks. Work with the MIDI
gear is then complete, and the musician can
add any acoustic tracks he wishes (for exam-
ple guitar. lead vocal, and backing vocals)direct to the tape using only the multi-track
recorder and a microphone. Once this has
been done, he can then combine the tracks
onto a standard stereo cassette tape (for play-
ing on an ordinary hi-fi tape deck. Walkman,etc.) using the recorder's built-in mixer and a
separate stereo cassette recorder. However.there comes a point where the musician's
Ideas outstrip his recording equipment's
capabilities, and this usually manifests itself
as a shortage of tape tracks. There's a univer-
sal law governing this which says however
many tracks you've got, you always seem to t h e  sync box, which converts the audio toneneed at least one more. Obtaining them can pulses into MIDI clock pulses. which in turn
be very expensive as it usually means upgrad- may then be used for driving an attached
ing to a new recorder. for example from a four sequencer. This sequencer is therefore a slavetrack machine to one with eight tracks. t o  the TAPE master, rather than to another
However, there's a way MIDI may be able to sequencer. t
help at a relatively low additional cost. A s  with linked sequencers. it becomes very
62 P a g e  6's New Atari User
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SYNC BOX
We've already seen that it's possible to syn-
chronise together several MIDI sequencers.
Well, you can also extend the concept to cover
the multi-track recorder. You usually have to
sacrifice one of the recording tracks to do
this, but it does mean there's no need torecord any of the

MIDI sounds onto the
multi-track tape at
all, so you can use
the freed up tracks
for something else. It
requires the use of an
extra piece of equip-ment known as a
"sync box". Thesecome in varying levels
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from the cheap and
cheerful costing from

well under MOO to professional level kit cost-
ing thousands. Their purpose is to recordreference timing signals onto a tape track.
then on playback convert them into syn-
chronisation signals that MIDI equipment can
understand and react to,
The simplest form uses the equivalent of
MIDI clock pulses recorded on the tape using
a technique called Frequency Shift Keying
(FSK), which uses two different audio tones to
represent the clock pulses. One track of the
tape. usually one physically nearest the edge,is nominated as the "sync track". and pulses
generated by the sync box are recorded along
it - a process known as "striping" the tape.This then becomes the master timing refer-
ence. The tape may then be played back with
the output from the sync track routed into

tiresome if you want to fast for-
ward or rewind the tape to
another point within the song.
You have to manually set the se-
quencer to the identical position
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bar/beat/pulse readout from the
tape to help you (as you would
have with a sequencer). so it's
almost impossible to do accurate-
ly anyway. The problem is solvedin the same way as before, using
sPPs. The latest sync boxes usewhat's known as "Smart FSK".
which records SPPs on tape along
with the clock pulses. Using
these. if you fast forward or rewind the tape
then start it playing again, the first SPP en-
countered will be broadcast to any attached
sequencers and cause them to Immediately
position themselves to the same point and
play from there, locked in sync with the tape.

VIRTUAL TRACKS
Using the above system you can use the tape
to drive your sequencer. and record as many
sequencer tracks as you wish. Although they
reside inside the sequencer they can now be
treated almost like logical extensions of the
multi-track tape, as fast forwarding or re-
winding the tape produces the same effect on
the sequencer tracks. For this reason they'reoften known as "virtual tracks". You can now
use the "real" tape tracks to record acoustic
material and play it back in exact sync withthe seqtiencer's "virtual" tracks. At mixdown
time you mix the tape tracks in the usual
way, but now you also need to feed in thesounds from the virtual tracks. i.e. sounds
Produced by your synthesiser, drummachine and whatever other MIDI sound
sources you're using. This requires extra
input channels on your mixer if you have
them, Or the use of a separate. inexpensive
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"sub-mixer". You can buy the latter for about
is'30, a small price to pay for the extra capabi-
lities this method of working can give you.
We've only covered the "amateur" tape sync
system above. The more professional (and ex-
pensive!) system is that originally produced
for the Society of Motion Picture and Televi-
sion Engineers for use with film and video
soundtracks, known as SMPTE (pronounced
"simpty"). This actually records a series of
high resolution timecodes (in hours/minutes/
seconds/frames format) along the length of
the tape. rather than pulses and SPPs. Many
of the top class sequencers on the Atari ST
such as Notator and Cubase also support
this, usually via accessory SMPTE sync boxes
produced by the software suppliers.SMPTE is much more flexible than FSK. but
of course you have to pay for this. An exten-sion to the MIDI standard known as MIDI
Time Code (MTC) has helped reduce the cost.
but we'll be covering this in the next issuewhen we look at how MIDI has a built-in
provision for "futurepmoting", which allowsnew extensions to be added to the MIDI stan-
dard when required. We'll also look at how
the thorny problem of MIDI data file compati-
bility was tackled, to enable sequencers fromdifferent manufacturers to read each other's
data files.

•
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GAMING

S E N
S I B
L E !

ENSIBLE 5
European Champions 1992/3 Season Edition
OLE OLE OLE
OLE OLE OLE!!
Footballfanatic
Nic Bavington may
have found the
ultimate soccer
game for the ST

y ou've seen the pitch. you've seen the
world cup and you've seen the tears.
Now it's time to play the game. Sensi-

ble Soccer is thought by many to be the foot-
ball game to end all football games. the Jeff
Hurst of Soccer games if you will.
The game reviewed is the European Cham-
pionship 1992/3 Season Edition. It features
100 European teams. Russia. Croatia and
Latvia in the European Cup. Leeds United in
Europe. Platt at Juventus. red and yellow
cards. suspensions and enhanced goalkeep-
ers (as opposed to the ones that stand and
watch the ball go in the back of the net) and
more. OK this may seem old hat nowadays
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but it still doesn't detract from the sheer play-
ability of the game.
Opening the box reveals two disks and athick and imposing manual only usually

found in Micmpmse games. Fortunately the
manual actually has four different language
versions of the instructions and is in fact a
light and humorous read that will provide you
with everything that is necessary to play while
fully understanding the game. As always you
can the play the game without reading the
manual but you won't the most out of it.

BEYOND THE F.A.
You begin by selecting the team that you

want to be. the formation to be played and the
players in the side. The teams are the normal
home leagues and international teams but
you can also load and save any of these
leagues with the necessary name or strip
changes if you wish to keep them up to date.
You can also load in custom teams and
change and play as them as you would with
the normal teams. Some of these include
such teams as Farmyard. with Friendly 12
Bore wearing the number 10 shirt or Old
Ladies Menu with Nice Piece of Cake and Nice
Piece of Reef. This can make for some weird
match reports such as James Brown of the
Soul Stars scoring with a scorching header.
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All the normal tournaments and cups are
here including the normal off the wall Sensi-
ble tournaments such as the Turkey Tourna-
ment and Wobbly Cup, all using the normalrules but with the custom teams that adds a
nice twist.
There are a few new features in this edition
(wouldn't be a new release without them real-
ly would it). The new back pass rule Is in
effect, as are red and yellow cards which are
directly proportional to amount of suspension
that a player will get. You can also enter the
World Cup qualifiers and the European Cup
has also been changed so that the teams now
enter two groups of four teams after the first
round who play each other twice.

NO WHISTLE YET!
Before you set foot on the pitch you must

first select your team players, their positions
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quite easily with the joystick and a fire button
and is very self explanatory. You can also look
at the opposition if that helps. You can set the
time of matches, whether you have auto re-
play on/off, music on/off (done by Captain
Sensible), autosaving of goals as match high-
lights to be viewed later and the selection of
seasonal weather that changes as leagues
and competitions progress- The waether is
appropriate to the month in which the game
is played which can mean that games played
In January will, more than likely, have a
muddy pitch and will affect play accordingly.

PEEEEP!
Once the options have been chosen it is onto

the pitch and the game proper. During the
game your players are represented by tiny
figures that, although small have a treme-
ndous amount of detail packed into them.
They can run. intercept, perform sliding tack-
les, kick it away and do brilliant headers and
all of these arc possible when off the ball. On
the ball you can dribble, pass and kick. Kick-
ing is a fairly complicated procedure, that can
be taken as the straight forward 'point and
kick' effort of other soccer games or, by con-
sulting the manual, turned into an art form.The ball, once kicked can be bent, lobbed and
bombed by the frantic jitterings of the
joystick.
You get corner kicks, throw ins, free kicks
and penalties which are controlled by the
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player pointing the joystick in the directionwhich he wants the ball to go. The kicks can
all be bent and lobbed. The goal keepers have
been improved from the first game in which
they simply watched the ball go pass them inmost cases, but this time they leap and
bound like good 'uns.
The Manager plays an important part in the
game in that you can call the bench up at anytime and substitute a player who will run on
replace the man on the pitch who runs offand sits on the bench.

PURE
FOOTBALL
_ There's no flash animation
or unnecessary liggery pok-
ery going on in this game. it
simply relies on the immense
gameplay the game has. SensibleSoccer knocks games like Goal! and
Kick Off 2 into a cocked hat as can be
confirmed by my brother and I as we battled
for control of the ball in the outside of the
area amid grunts and gasps of "0000H!"
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able! This is one that will keep coming back
many times and has Just come out again for
the World Cup with all of the teams and stats
bang up to date.
The graphics of the players and supporting
screens are really good. The players slide,
jump for headers and tumble after a tackle
brilliantly. The overall effect of these little
guys ploughing around the field with the ball
flying about willy nilly and the fact that play-
ing with a friend is not a necessity but greatly
enhances gameplay, is absolutely superb.
This is a game that has stood the tide of
overly produced games with fancy graphics
that just don't do anything for the game at all.No names mentioned!
The sound in the menu screens is a nice
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jaunty piece of chip music from Captain Sen-sible which, if not to your taste, can be turned
off. The sound throughout the playing section
of the game is not that impressive as com-
pared to the PC and Amiga versions which
feature sampled crowd chants and gasps
along with a sampled whistle but none ofthese exist on the ST. The crowd is in fact a
consistent roar that changes to a crude gasp
when you come close and increases when you
get a goal.

PLAY
FOREVER!
Playability and lastability
of this game are off the
scale. This is simply the
best game of its kind on

the market today in any of
Its many incarnations. The

game takes just two minutes to
get to grips with and then you arc

away, l'he Passing system is so simple that
you'll be constructing amazing set-ups andbrilliant executions in no time at all. It really
does feel like real soccer, so real in fact that
the players end up 000h-ing and aaaagh-ing
and pulling silly faces, Sensible Soccer has
this quality in bucket loads, This game willnever die and will outlast all of the others by
many years. especially by the use of the two
players option that will mean that it is drag-
ged out of the cupboard a fair few times:Well what can I say that hasn't already been
said, Brian? Well its the best soccer game in
the world which will only be beaten by a game
written by an absolute genius tcome on Jeff
Minter, prove me right!) and it will move into
the video game all time top ten. Not a lot more
can be said about a game as perfect as this.
Suffice to say that if you haven't got a copy of
this then you are madilli!!l

contact contact contact
FOR SALE

PRINTER: Atari 1029 programm-
able printer. Only used a few limes,boxed, ideal Christmas present.
2100. Phone Jonathon on Hayle0736 752644
DISK DRIVE: XF551 disk drive for
sale. Nil working order. E50 plus E5
p&p. Colchester. 01206 - 853362
130XE SYSTEM: 130XE plus 1050
disk drive; over 150 games andutil:lies inc. Mni Office II
. R e p l a ySystem, AtariWriter. Mercenary,Alternate Reality I and II. Karatekaand lots more, over 50 PD disks.
Complete sets of Atari User and
Page 6 magazines, all in binders.All in excellent condition. E150
o.n.o for the lot. no splits. Phone
(0494) 7E3774 (Bucks)
HARDWARE ETC.: Printer 1029,
GC, E55; 130XE, GC, E20; 1020
Printer/Plotter El, 1050 disk drive,E40; 1010 recorder. E5; 1027 Prin-
ter, GC, spare ribbon etc., E30. All
PSU leads etc, included. Maga-
zines - Antic, Analog. Monitor, Nug-
get, early Page 6. Tapes, books.disks. Phone for lists. Sensible offer
for all considered. Tel. Bromley0181 4608984 or Rainham 01634375128
XE SYSTEM: 65XE, 1050 disk
drive wffh wnte protect switch. 1029
printer with paper. Touch Tablet,
joystick, loads of disks, magazines,
manuals. Also B/W TV. Bargain at
E150 o.n.o. Tel. Andy on 0843
226703 between 3pm and 5.30 pm
800XL SYSTEM: 800XL. 1027 prin-
ter (needs new characters), 1050
disk drive, DOS 2.5, joysticks. Page
6 disks. 8 ROMs, 85 games/appli-cations on cassette, Mini Office II,Transdisk IV, XC11 cassette deck.
E100 0.11•0. Tel. (0344) 50828

FOR SALE
LARGE SYSTEM: 130XE, 800XL,
1029 printer, Graftx AT Interface,1010 and XC12 recorders, 2 x 1050
disk drives, 1050 disk dnve with US
Doubler and WiP switch, GreenMonitor and cable. Over E100 of
original disks, over 50 cassettes, 2ROMs and 8 books inc. MappingThe Atari. Complete Atari User.
100's Antic, Analog, Page 6, NewAtari User etc. Loads of ref. manu-
als. 200+ disks in boxes. All leads
and joysticks. Offers to Clark on
091 3710555. May split or swap for
SNES and large games collection.Buyer collects.
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WANTED
BC GAMES: BC's QUEST gameon tape or disk_ Also other SC
(Lest games (e.g. BC's Quest For
Tyres). Contact Francs Byrne, Bal-
lymacladden, Kilcar. Co Donegal,Ireland

CONTACT - FREE OR NOT?
The Contact column has been running for many years

as a service for readers and we have not charged forentries in all that time. Last issue we decided to intro-
duce a charge. partly to generate some income but
mainly to restrict the number of entries which was
getting out of hand. It certainly did that! In fact it has
almost killed the Contact page stone dead! Only a cou-
ple of this issue's notices are paid, as the others came inbefore the last issue went out
We still believe that Contact is a valuable service to our
readers and we don't want to drop it so well try Itanother way round ALL ENTRIES WILL BE FREE
but we cannot guarantee that an entry wilt appear. FOR
SALE and WANTED entries will be handled in order of
receipt and once the column is full any remaining en-
tries will be ignored. PEN PALS/I IELP entries will al-
ways be included but don't try and use this heading fora wanted ad.. it won't work! Entries will not be carried
forward so if your entry does not appear you will have to
try again for the next issue, but do It quickly or you may
be disappointed again.

Send your entries to
CONTACT, PAGE 6 PUBLISHING, P.O. BOX 54,

STAFFORD, ST16 1DR
Try and keep your entries as short as possible so that
others get a chance. Extremely long entries may be
heavily edited or ignored.

FOR SALE WANTED PEN PALS ADVICE HELP
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